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I, the undersigned,

SIYABONGA MAHLANGU,

state under oath that:

INTRODUCTION

1. I am an adult male and the Group Executive: Regulatory Affairs and 

Government Relations of the applicant (Telkom).

2. I deposed to the founding affidavit on behalf of Telkom. As stated, I am also 

authorised to depose to this affidavit on Telkom’s behalf and represent Telkom 

in these proceedings to supplement the grounds of review described in the 

founding affidavit.

3. The facts I describe are true and correct and are within my personal unless it 

appears from the context that they are not.

4. Where I make submissions of law, I do so on Telkom's legal representatives' 

advice, which I accept as correct.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS AFFIDAVIT

5. On or about 27 January 2021, ICASA delivered the Rule 53 Record of 

proceedings. That record was patently incomplete. On or about 11 February 

2021, Telkom delivered a Rule 30A notice, calling upon ICASA to file a 

complete record on proceedings. Telkom also identified specific documents



which it believed ought to form part of a complete record of proceedings. In 

response, ICASA delivered a supplementary record of proceedings on or 

about 26 February 2021.

6. The supplementary Rule 53 Record is not complete: it does include a 

substantial set of documents described in the Rule 30A notice; it furthermore 

does not include documents referenced in the documents provided, 

particularly minutes and reports that are referred to in some of the documents 

included in the supplementary record. These documents should shed light on 

information that was before ICASA when it took the decisions that are subject 

of this review application and the process that it followed.

7. Telkom’s attorneys informed me that, on 1 March 2021, Mr Justice Fourie 

convened a case management meeting attended by the parties’ legal 

representatives. The parties’ legal representatives committed to expedite the 

hearing of the present proceedings from 30 March to 1 April 2021 to be dealt 

with together with the review proceedings brought by MTN against ICASA and 

others, under case no 3619/2021.

8. In the light of that commitment, Telkom undertook to file its supplementary

affidavit by 5 March 2021, despite the record of proceedings being incomplete 

and subject to a reservation of its rights. Telkom will nevertheless persist with 

its call for the production of documents omitted from the current Rule 53 

Record and, if needs be, will bring an application to compel the inclusion of 

those documents without interrupting the timelines agreed at the case 

management meeting. ,



9. I have now considered documents contained in the (initial and supplemented) 

Rule 53 Record. I have done so with the assistance of Telkom’s legal 

representatives. The documents support Telkom’s grounds of review as 

pleaded on pages 86 to 106 of the founding affidavit. I shall describe the 

relevant evidence that emerges from those documents. Furthermore, the 

documents in the Rule 53 Record also provide evidence for further grounds of 

review, which I describe more fully below.

10. Telkom has been severely prejudiced in its ability to supplement its case on 

review after consideration of the record as supplemented, which remains 

incomplete. This supplementary affidavit has therefore been prepared on a 

provisional basis with the full reservation of rights to further supplement the 

founding affidavit in the event that ICASA provides the documents it has 

withheld in due course.

EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF THE PLEADED GROUNDS OF REVIEW

11. There are four crucial considerations that are relevant to ICASA’s decisions to 

issue the impugned ITAs, which it regrettably failed to consider, 

notwithstanding the obvious need to do so, in the light of ICASA’s statutory 

obligations, and the advice it sought and received from its own experts, 

ACACIA. Those considerations are:

and MTN have entered into with smaller operators such as Rain and

Liquid Telecoms and the impact these spectrum arrangements

have on competition in the market;

11.1. The need to consider the spectrum arrangements which Vodacom
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11.2. The need to conduct and complete a competition assessment 

before undertaking the auction process in terms of the ITAs;

11.3. The need to ensure that the spectrum assignment in terms of the 

ITAs brings about effective competition and affordable mobile voice 

and data services for the consumers; and

11.4. The unavailability of sub 1GHz bands of spectrum (IMT700 and 

IMT800) for use on a commercial and nationwide basis. Legally, 

factually and commercially, television broadcasters have the 

primary right to use those frequencies, and if there is harmful 

interference, the operator causing the interference must switch off.

12. The Rule 53 Record shows that ICASA failed to take into account these 

important considerations properly. I deal with each of them separately, with 

reference to the documents included in the record.

FAILURE TO TAKE RELEVANT CONSIDERATIONS INTO ACCOUNT

Spectrum arrangements

13. The initial Rule 53 Record discloses written submissions made by the 

Competition Commission on 31 January 2020 (incorrectly dated 

31 January 2019). The Commission made the submissions in response to the 

Information Memorandum issued by ICASA on 1 November 2019.  I draw1

1 The Competition Commissions’ written submissions appear in Caselines: section M, pages M82 to Ml04.



attention to the following important features of the submissions, which are 

relevant to the review proceedings:

13.1. In paragraph 2.1, the Competition Commission correctly indicated 

that one of the critical statutory mandates of ICASA is to ensure 

affordability by members of the public of mobile data services 

through prices and reduction of the costs of c communication. The 

Competition Commission expressly indicated that the assignment 

of additional spectrum “should take into account not just the policy 

objectives but also the particular market context in which the 

assignment of spectrum will take place”.

13.2. I emphasise the above mandate because ICASA did not take issue 

with the Competition Commission's observation. It cannot do so in 

the light of the pre-eminent provisions of section 2(n) of the EGA 

and its over-arching duty to exercise its regulatory powers and fulfil 

its statutory duties in the public interest.

13.3. In paragraph 2.5, the Competition Commission highlighted several 

factors that it found to impact the affordability in the assignment of 

spectrum. It then noted that both MTN and Vodacom have recorded 

revenues well in excess of costs on a consistent basis and that the 

primary driver of higher prices may not be lack of spectrum but lack 

of competition in the market. I note that this was supported by 

ACACIA in its May 2020 Report to ICASA, which I address further 

on in this affidavit.



13.4. In paragraph 3.7, the Competition Commission refers to the key 

need to assign spectrum asymmetrically, that is that dominant firms 

should get less spectrum, which will promote the competitiveness 

of the smaller operators. In paragraph 3.8 of its written submissions, 

the Competition Commission deals with the spectrum caps 

proposed in ICASA’s Information Memorandum. A spectrum cap is 

the maximum cap on the spectrum that an operator may acquire 

during the auction. There, the Competition Commission stated that 

the determination of suitable caps should “consider the current 

spectrum assignment across various operators “as well as the 

amount of spectrum to be licensed”. In paragraph 3.9, the 

Competition Commission concluded its observation on this topic by 

recommending that “the spectrum cap should be set such that 

sufficient spectrum is available to smaller players in the current 

licensing process. This is because the two largest operators [MTN 

and Vodacom] are far better resourced than any of the competitors,

14. Cell C also urged ICASA to consider all the effective spectrum holdings of each 

licensee in the design of the spectrum caps. More pertinently, in its written 

submission, Cell C correctly observes that the concept of spectrum is not “as 

simple as determining a number of MHz”.2

2 Para 1.1.3 of Cell C’s written submission to ICASA, Caselines: section M, page Ml 07



15. In paragraphs 167 and 168 of the founding affidavit, I refer to Telkom's 

submissions in response to the Information Memorandum. Therein, I pointed 

out that Telkom, like the Competition Commission, expressed concerns about 

the need for ICASA to evaluate the current spectrum holdings (including 

access to spectrum, whether directly or indirectly through so-called roaming 

and infrastructure sharing arrangements) and its impact on lack of competition 

in the mobile market, so that ICASA may address that issue through the 

auction intimated in the Information Memorandum.

16. In its 4 May 2020 titled “Spectrum Market-Based Assignment & Licensing

Rules and Measures for the Forthcoming ICASA Auction Report’

(May 2020 Report), ACACIA advised ICASA regarding the spectrum 

arrangements between Vodacom and MTN and smaller operators as follows:

“We also recommend the scrutinisation by ICASA of the details of 
the current extant spectrum roaming arrangements and their likely 
impact on competition in South Africa. This should be done before 
the finalisation of the rules of the auction.,Q

17. In ACACIA’s view, “[t]he analysis towards the rules of the forthcoming auction 

spectrum must be mindful of such spectrum access transactions in the 

marketplace".  This is so because “they arguably more than double access to 

spectrum enjoyed in much of the geography of South Africa by Vodacom and 

MTN.”

34

5

3 ACACIA report, paragraph 128.5

4 ACACIA report, paragraph 43.2.

6 ACACIA report, paragraph 128
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18. ACACIA gave the above advice to ICASA after considering the written 

representations from interested parties, including the Competition Commission 

and Telkom, in response to the Information Memorandum. It therefore stands 

to reason that ACACIA would have considered the representations because 

of the significance of the current spectrum arrangements. It follows, therefore, 

that the current spectrum sharing arrangements constituted relevant 

considerations that ICASA had to take into account in its decisions to issue the 

ITAs, and the design of the various options in the lots of the proposed auctions, 

in order to achieve the prescribed statutory objectives.

19. Regrettably, the initial and supplementary Rule 53 Record do not disclose key 

documents that provide the required evidence that ICASA has considered the 

well-founded advice of its experts to scrutinise the spectrum arrangements. 

There is also no evidence that ICASA explained why it was not necessary to 

consider and follow that advice.

20. I have considered the minutes of the joint meeting of the IECNS Committee 

and the IMT Spectrum Council Committee (the IMT Committee) meeting held 

on 4 May 2020.  That was the first opportunity ICASA would have had to 

consider the May 2020 report of its experts, ACACIA. The minutes do not 

record at all that ICASA considered the above advice from ACACIA. I have 

also considered the minutes of 26 June 2020 of the IECNS (WOAN) 

Committee.  These minutes indicate that ICASA considered the draft WOAN

6

7

6 The minutes appear in Caselines: section M, pages M986 to M987.

7 Those minutes appear in Caselines: section M, pages M988 to M994.



ITA and comments made thereon by various Committee members. Once 

more, the minutes are "dead silent' on the advice given by ACACIA.

21. I then turn my attention to the minutes of 2 July 2020.  They were signed on 

29 September 2020. The minutes reflect that the IMT Committee resolved to 

recommend to ICASA’s Council to approve the “vetted" ITAs. Again, there are 

no references to a discussion of ACACIA's advice. I will, in due course, refer 

to the minutes of ICASA’s special council meeting, held on 30 September 

2020, which records the approval of the publication of the Auction ITA. 

However, those minutes do not indicate, in any way, that ICASA’s Council 

did not consider ACACIA's advice and resolved to accept or reject them and 

the reasons thereof in the latter event.

8

22. From the above consideration of the evidence disclosed in documents which 

have been included in the records of proceedings is demonstrably clear that 

ICASA did not also consider the advice of its experts that the spectrum 

arrangements “arguably more than double the spectrum enjoyed in much of 

the geography of South Africa for Vodacom and MTN".

23. The significance of the potential impact to competition of sharing arrangements 

between each of Vodacom and MTN, and the small players is illustrated by the 

Competition Commission’s recent position, which has requested the 

Competition Tribunal to remit the arrangements between Vodacom and Rain 

to it for investigation as a potential merger. ICASA was aware of these

8 The minutes appear in Caselines: section M, pages M996 to M1005.
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arrangements at the time that it finalised the auction design and finalised the 

ITA. Its experts pertinently identified these as matters that should be analysed 

before the finalisation of the ITA.

24. The spectrum arrangements are relevant because they afford Vodacom and 

MTN certainty regarding the capacity of spectrum available to them. These 

arrangements are relevant in the determination of the spectrum caps as 

contemplated in the Auction ITA. Even if the spectrum arrangements may be 

permitted by law, the failure to have regard to them means the current 

spectrum caps have an anti-competitive or negative effect on the market and 

renders the current spectrum caps artificial because Vodacom and MTN will, 

in the end, potentially have access to more spectrum than the other operators 

assigned spectrum.

25. In the absence of evidence that ICASA considered the sharing deals and 

determined that they are irrelevant for the auction design purposes, the 

reasonable conclusion must be that it did not consider these arrangements, 

which in its own experts' view are relevant to the auction design.

26. To apply spectrum caps effectively, ICASA ought to know how much spectrum 

each operator has access to. This would enable ICASA to determine the effect 

of access to additional spectrum via the spectrum arrangements on 

competition in the mobile market and whether the caps would entrench the 

market positions of Vodacom and MTN. As contemplated in section 67(4), 

imposing conditions on the licenses cannot remedy the effect of unequal 

access to spectrum.
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27. The impact of assigning spectrum after the auction process on the competition 

and market structure of the mobile market will be long-lasting and irreversible.

28. The non-recognition of the effect of the spectrum arrangements between MTN 

and Vodacom with the smaller players will, in fact, give these players access 

to more spectrum than the award of the auction would represent to be the 

case. A combination of this spectrum, the number of subscribers, and the size 

of Vodacom and MTN’s networks will result in an uncompetitive post-auction 

outcome prejudicial to Telkom.

29. In paragraph 120 of Appendix A to the ACACIA May 2020 report, it is recorded 

that:

“The forthcoming spectrum auction is not expected to solve the 
above wholesale and retail competition concerns in South Africa. 
However, ICASA is keenly aware of the need to prevent the auction 
award from worsening the competition concerns in mobile markets 
identified by the Authority’’.

30. In paragraph 128 of the report, Appendix A, ACACIA acknowledges that 

various announced commercial transactions between wholesale national 

operators and sub-national operators have enabled the former to access 

substantial additional spectrum assets than Table 2 suggests. For example, 

transactions between Vodacom / Rain, MTN / Liquid, Vodacom / Liquid (and 

perhaps even MTN / Cell C) may have added to the dominance benefits in 

sites ownership already being enjoyed by Vodacom and MTN discussed 

above. The details of these transactions are mostly commercially confidential.

31. On page 182.5, Appendix A, ACACIA states that:
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“We also recommend the scrutinisation by I CASA of the details of 
the current extant spectrum roaming arrangements and their likely 
impact on competition in South Africa. This should be done prior to 
the finalisation of the rules of the auction’’ because of these 
arrangements "arguably more than double access to spectrum 
enjoyed in much of the geography of South Africa by Vodacom and 
MTN.’’

32. ICASA presents Appendix A as the competition analysis that ICASA 

conducted. And yet, it has not scrutinised the roaming arrangements that it 

accepts "arguably more than double access to spectrum enjoyed in much of 

the geography of South Africa by Vodacom and MTN.’’ ICASA has not 

explained why it has not conducted the assessment to see the likely impact of 

the spectrum arrangements on competition, which is essential to the Auction 

ITA design and the auction.

33. I conclude this section of the supplementary affidavit by pointing out that on 

29 January 2021, ACACIA filed its report as part of ICASA’s opposing affidavit 

in Part B proceedings.  I refer to it as “the second ACACIA report”. Whilst 

ACACIA acknowledged (in the second ACACIA report) that Telkom “is correct’ 

in pointing out that spectrum sharing deals augment the spectrum capacity of 

MTN and Vodacom, ACACIA seeks impermissibly to provide an ex post facto 

justification for ICASA in its failure to consider ACACIA’S prior advice. This is 

regrettable, in the extreme, because that justification is made by ACACIA and 

not ICASA. It is also made without any attempt to recant the previous advice.

9

34. For the reasons that follow, I submit that ACACIA’S ex post facto justification 

should be rejected:

9 Caselines: section F, pages F696 to F734.
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34.1. First, the justification is made well after the ITAs were issued by 

ICASA. There is no explanation why ACACIA did not engage with 

ICASA before the ITAs were issued in order to establish why 

ICASA did not consider, follow or reject ACACIA’s prior advice.

34.2. Second, ICASA itself has not provided the justification advanced 

by ACACIA. In law, it is ICASA, and not its experts, that must justify 

a failure to take a relevant consideration into account when the 

impugned decision was made.

34.3. Third, the justification is unfounded, even from an economic 

perspective. I refer to the report of Telkom’s experts, BRG, who 

deal with that “after the fact justification and explain why it is 

unfounded. The report of BRG, dated 2 March 2021, is annexed 

hereto and marked “SAT’.

35. Telkom persists with its contention that ICASA disregarded relevant 

considerations when it failed to consider the spectrum sharing arrangements 

before it issued the ITAs. Its decisions are therefore liable for review in terms 

of section 6(2)(e)(iii) of RAJA.

Competition Assessment

36. In its May 2020 report, ACACIA noted that several interested parties who made 

representations on the Information Memorandum of November 2019 (IM) 

criticised ICASA for failure to carry out a competition analysis before issuing 

the IM and identified as one of the top five risks, the lack of a comprehensive?



analysis on the state of competition in the mobile sector in South Africa.10 It 

pointedly indicate to ICASA that it “would have been neglectful and 

unprofessional to proceed to draft [auction] rules without such a 

comprehensive [competition] analysis”. It then proceeded to recommend that 

ICASA should carry out its comprehensive competition analysis and ensure 

that the MBSI market inquiry that had already been initiated by ICASA in 2018 

is completed before the final ITAs were issued.

37. For reasons which have not been provided and absent an explanation by 

ICASA, ACACIA went on to prepare a competition analysis of its own. It 

explained the nature and extent of that analysis in appendix A of its May 2020 

report. I explain why ICASA cannot rely on that analysis when I deal with 

ICASA’s inconsistent position.

38. I respectfully point out that ICASA's position on this issue is unfounded, as a 

matter of fact. It is also inconsistent and thus objectively manifest of 

substantive and procedural irrationality. I begin by addressing documents 

enclosed in the record, which indicates why there is no evidence to show that 

ICASA considered the statutory requirement for an assessment of competition 

before it issued the ITAs. Thereafter, I explain why the inconsistent stance of 

ICASA manifests a reviewable irrationality.

10 Record: p984, paragraphs 75 and 76



NO EVIDENCE OF A COMPETITION ASSESSMENT

39. The only minutes of ICASA’s Council which have been disclosed are thoseof 

the special meetings held on 28 September 2020,  29 September 2020,  and 

30 September 2020.

11 12
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40. The minutes of the special meeting of the Council of 28 September 2020 dealt 

with a report back on the ministerial policy directions relating to the WOAN 

received from the WOAN committee. The minutes also record discussions by 

the Council concerning the explosion of demand for mobile data services 

arising from the COVID-19 pandemic. The concluding part of the minutes 

record that Council resolved that its relevant committees should be afforded 

more time to work on the proposed ITAs.

41. In the minutes of ICASA’s Council meeting of 29 September 2020, the 

following emerges:

41.1. Paragraph 4 records that a “Report back' was tabled on the WOAN 

following up the resolution of Council of 28 September 2020. 

Neither that report back nor the resolution have been produced in 

the initial and supplementary records of proceedings.

41.2. In paragraph 5.9, the IMT Committee reported that it had 

“developed a sound and robust ITA" that took into account "the 

Competition Assessment", which is "one of the most critical

11 The minutes appear in Caselines: section M, pages M777 to M794.

The minutes of the special meeting appear in Caselines: section M, from pages M795 to M806.

13 The minutes of this meeting appear in Caselines: section M, paged M807 to M813. Z7 /



41.3.

41.4.

41.5.

41.6.

elements in ensuring that the spectrum to be issued will shape 

future competition in the mobile markets in South Africa and the 

extent to which individual national and/or sub-national wholesalers 

are able to credibly compete with each other.

Neither the presentation made by the I MT Committee at that 

special meeting nor its “Competition Assessment’ have been 

produced in the initial or supplementary record of proceedings.

In paragraph 6, certain resolutions apparently adopted by the 

Council of ICASA are recorded. The actual resolutions are not 

included in the record.

In paragraphs 6.5 and 6.6, the resolutions require that a statement 

be “prepared indicating a Competition Assessment considering pre 

and post auction to inform the licensing process has been 

conducted and an intensive spectrum fair valuation study ...”. 

Again, the statement referred to in these paragraphs has not been 

produced, if ever one was made. The only statement Telkom has 

seen is the statement which is referred to in annexure “FA13” of 

the founding affidavit.

In that statement, the chairperson of ICASA made it clear that 

ICASA was not going to resolve the wholesale and retail 

competition concerns through the spectrum assignment process 

contemplated in the ITA. Accordingly, there is no report or 

statement by ICASA, which indicate how it has done any



competition assessment referred to in paragraphs 6.5 and 6.6 of 

the minutes of 29 September 2020.

42. The minutes of 30 September 2020 reveal the following:

42.1. The Council of ICASA approved the publication of the ITA; and

42.2. In paragraphs 5.7 to 5.11, there is a repetition of “the Competition 

Assessment’ supposedly done by the IMT Committee. The alleged 

assessment referred to in these paragraphs has not been 

produced as part of the record of proceedings.

43. I will, in due course, refer to a memorandum dated 26 November 2020 that 

purported to record that the IMT Committee made a pre- and post-auction 

competition assessment with the assistance of a service provider. I assume 

that the service provider so referenced is ACACIA. I shall deal with that part of 

the memorandum of 26 November 2020 and explain why it is false and 

misleading. For the present purposes, I point out that the recommendation 

which accompanied the memorandum was that the Council of ICASA should 

approve several reports annexed thereto as “A” to “C”. Curiously, there are 

no minutes of ICASA’s Council meeting (disclosed in the initial or 

supplementary records of proceedings) which show that it met and approved 

the reports referred to in the memorandum. The absence of such minutes 

show that ICASA did not conduct any competition assessment of its own as it 

belatedly sought to suggest in its answering affidavit in Part B proceedings.



44. It is common cause that ICASA published the ITAs on 2 October 2020. The 

rest of the minutes of the IMT Committee, as are disclosed in the 

supplementary record, took place from 14 October 2020. I deal with these 

minutes and other documents referred to in those minutes but which have not 

been disclosed in the records of proceeding.

45. I have previously indicated that there are minutes of the IMT Committee 

meetings which deal with developments after its meetings of July 2020. I now 

return to those minutes insofar as they are relevant to the aspect of a 

comprehensive competition analysis advised by ACACIA.

46. The first set of the minutes is of the IMT Committee’s meeting on 14 October 

2020.  That meeting took place after ICASA had already published the ITA on 

2 October 2020. The minutes of that meeting indicate that:

14

46.1. The IMT Committee resolved that Ms Zintle Maigas would lead the 

competition analysis, presumably for the purpose of developing the 

Reasons Document. That appears from paragraph 3 of the 

minutes;

46.2. The minutes do not reflect that there was any discussion at all 

about the competition analysis which Ms Maigas was asked to 

perform; and

46.3. Ms Maigas was the sole economist on the IMT Committee.

14 The minutes of the meeting of 14 October 2020 appear in Caselines: section M, pages M1006 to M1012.

r



47. The second set of the minutes of the IMT Committee are for its meeting of 

16 October 2020.15 These minutes were signed on 9 December 2020, after 

ICASA had released and published the Reasons Document on 

4 December 2020. The minutes, though, reflect the following:

47.1. Ms Maigas attended the meeting of 16 October 2020, and she 

appears to have made a presentation to the IMT Committee on the 

question of competition assessment. A copy of her presentation 

has not been disclosed in the records of proceedings.

47.2. The presentation apparently made by Ms Maigas appears to deal 

with “post-auction” competition.

47.3. There is a further heading titled “Overview of approach to analysing 

the Competition concerns”. Under that title, there is a record that 

"101(4) should be retained". Beyond that, there is nothing further 

recorded in the minutes regarding the aspect of competition 

analysis or assessment.

47.4. Once again, the minutes of 16 October 2020 do not disclose any 

record of a competition analysis done by the IMT Committee and 

how, crucially, that analysis was done by it, or Ms Maigas, on its 

behalf.

15 The minutes are in Caselines: section M, pages M1013 to M1028.



48. The third set of the minutes are those of the IMT Committee meeting of 

18 November 2020.  The minutes were signed on 9 December 2020. The 

minutes of this meeting do not reflect any discussion whatsoever on the 

aspects of a competition assessment or analysis.

16

49. The last document I refer to on this topic is the memorandum dated 26 

November 2020, signed by several members of the IMT Committee, excluding 

Ms Maigas.  The memorandum appears to be a submission to the Council of 

ICASA for approval of several matters recorded therein. One of the issues 

recorded in paragraph 3.9.1 thereof is that the IMT Committee “with the 

assistance of the Service Provider has conducted a Competition Assessment 

pre and post Auction”. The memorandum attaches three annexures, "A” to “C”.

17

50. None of the annexures attached to the memorandum include the Competition 

Assessment Report referred to in paragraph 3.9 of the memorandum. There is 

therefore no evidence whatsoever to indicate how the “Service Provider” 

referred to in paragraph 3.9.1 of the memorandum assisted the IMT Committee 

when it allegedly conducted a pre- and post-auction competition assessment.

51. I point out, though, that the suggestion made in paragraph 3.9.1 of the 

memorandum to the effect that the “Service Provided’ (and I presume, in this 

regard, that this is a reference to ACACIA) "assisted’ the IMT Committee to 

conduct a competition assessment is misleading. All that ACACIA did was to

16 The minutes of 16 November 2020 appear in Caselines: section M, pages M1022 to M1028.

17 The memorandum appears in Caselines: section M, pages Ml353 to M1361.



prepare its own competition assessment that is described in appendix “A” of 

its May 2020 report. The IMT Committee merely adopted that report, word for 

word, and made minor changes thereto to give the impression that it conducted 

a competition assessment of its own, and the Council did not even interrogate 

this.

52. The misleading contents of paragraph 3.9.1 of the memorandum are borne out 

by the fact that that memorandum is dated 26 November 2020, well after 

ICASA had already released the Reasons Document on 4 November 2020

53. It follows therefore that the documents enclosed in the Rule 53 Record do not 

show, as a fact, that the Council of ICASA, or any of the committees appointed 

by it, including the IMT Committee, conducted the comprehensive competition 

analysis recommended by ACACIA in its May 2020 report.

54. In addition to various arguments raised regarding the lack of competition in the 

mobile market and the aim of the licensing of spectrum to promote competition, 

this is also contrary to the stated purpose of the Electronic Communications 

Act 36 of 2005 (EGA) to promote competition, and fails to realise the 

fundamental right to freedom of expression which is enabled by access to 

communications.

ICASA’S INCONSISTENT POSITION

55. Notwithstanding the above minutes and other documents included in the initial

and supplementary Rule 53 Records, ICASA claims that it had conducted a



competition assessment of its own before it issued the ITAs. The only 

document that ICASA can conceivably rely on for this contention is the 

document included in the Reasons Document from pages 79 to 123 thereof.18

56. I have already indicated that the document is almost a word-for-word adoption 

of the assessment conducted by ACACIA in appendix “A" of the May 2020 

report. ICASA cannot, as a matter of fact, or in law, rely on that assessment 

as its own in an attempt to meet its legal obligation. Moreover, ACACIA itself 

pointedly warned ICASA that it should conduct a comprehensive competition 

analysis of its own and complete that analysis before the ITA was issued.

57. Having regard to the documents disclosed in the Rule 53 Record, ICASA has 

not produced evidence to show that it has done a comprehensive competition 

assessment of its own. Insofar as ICASA relies on the competition analysis of 

ACACIA, I submit that it has acted irrationally for the following reasons:

57.1. The reliance on ACACIA’s analysis is clearly inconsistent with 

ACACIA’s own advice.

57.2. The reliance lacks any comprehensive analysis of the kind 

recommended by ACACIA itself.

57.3. The reliance was not preceded by any prior public consultation with 

affected stakeholders, including Telkom. ACACIA itself 

recommended that such a consultation with interested parties 

should take place and highlighted it as a high litigation risk in the

18 The document appears in Caselines: section B, pages B271 to B315.



event it was not conducted by ICASA. As is confirmed in paragraph 

3.8 of the memorandum of the IMT committee of 26 November 

2020 (to which I have already referred), no such consultation took 

place at all.

58. I therefore submit that the reliance by ICASA on competition assessment done 

by ACACIA in its May 2020 report is both substantively and procedurally 

irrational.

59. Although the MBSI does not solely focus on assessing the competition 

structure of the mobile market, ICASA could not conduct the competition 

assessment during or while it conducts the MBSI. It was therefore important 

for ICASA to conclude the MBSI before issuing the ITAs.

60. In its May 2020 report, ACACIA indicated that, given that the MBSI is ongoing, 

the competition analysis that it conducted is subject to change and advises 

that ICASA “should ensure that its competition assessment in the MB! too is 

concluded prior to issuing the final ITA.”19

61. ICASA has not contested that it has not concluded that the MBSI. It is still 

ongoing. ICASA has also not contested that the outcome of the MBSI may 

impact the competition assessment that it is obliged to conduct and that it has 

been advised by its economic experts to complete before issuing the final ITAs.

19 Rule 53 Record p 984, paragraph 76.



62. Quite clearly, at least in the view of ACACIA’S competition assessment upon 

which ICASA relies, the competition assessment would only be complete or 

final upon completion and considering the outcome of the MBSI. And yet, 

ICASA did not complete the MBSI before issuing the final ITAs.

63. There is no evidence in the record that ICASA considered the qualification of 

ACACIA about the completeness of the competition assessment, that it 

considered that the completion of the MBSI could affect the finality of the 

competition assessment and the reasons that it considered that this is 

irrelevant to the finalisation of the ITAs, if at all.

64. I am advised that ICASA is not obliged to accept the advice of its economic 

experts. However, where it does not accept or follow the advice of its experts, 

it must be apparent from its record of decision that it considered the advice of 

its experts provide the reasons as to why it elected not to follow the advice.

65. Nothing in the Rule 53 Record reflects that ICASA considered ACACIA’s 

advice. In particular, the minutes, submissions, and memoranda in the Rule 53 

Record do not reflect that ICASA discussed its experts' advice. Neither is there 

a record or evidence of ICASA's reasons for not accepting or deviating from 

its experts' advice. To be clear, there is nothing in the Rule 53 Record from 

which it appears that ICASA considered the recommendation of ACACIA about 

the completeness of the competition assessment and the consequence of not 

completing the MBSI before it finalised and issued the ITAs.



66. There is no valid reason that ICASA did not complete the MBSI and, therefore, 

the competition assessment before issuing the final ITAs.

67. I submit the MBSI process is mandated by chapter 10 of the EGA. ICASA must 

therefore conduct a chapter 10 inquiry in terms of which it must assess the 

prevailing competition structure of the mobile market.

68. The purpose of the MBSI is for ICASA to understand the current market 

structure, competition issues and consider remedies that it may implement to 

ensure efficient competition. As I have already stated, ACACIA states that the 

outcome of the MBSI may change the competition assessment it conducted.

69. In the Auction ITA, ICASA states that it will ensure that the assignment of 

spectrum does not negatively affect competition. The competitive environment 

of the mobile market is one of the issues that ICASA will consider during the 

chapter 10 inquiry (MBSI). The terms of reference for the chapter 10 inquiry 

(MBSI) stipulate that ICASA will consider competition issues. I therefore deny 

that the chapter 10 inquiry (MBSI) has nothing to do with the licensing of 

spectrum.

70. ICASA is not constrained to the remedies or avenues stipulated in 

section 67(4). ICASA may ensure that the design of the ITAs and the rules of 

the auction process do not perpetuate the current anti-competitive market 

structure. ICASA cannot conduct the auction process and undertake to ensure 

that the outcome thereof does not have an adverse effect on competition when

I5



an inquiry that is supposed to inform ICASA of the state of competition in the

mobile market is incomplete.

71. The completion of the MBSI assumes particular significance, especially in the 

light of ICASA not have conducted any competition assessment before 

finalising the ITA. I have shown in this affidavit that ICASA has not undertaken 

a competition analysis and that as a result, its decision to issue the ITAs stands 

to be reviewed and set aside for failure to have regard to relevant 

considerations and on the ground that the decision is irrational.

72. ICASA’s issuing of the ITA has pre-empted the outcomes of processes that 

ICASA is required to undertake to meet its statutory obligation to promote 

competition within the ICT sector and ensure efficient use of spectrum.

73. There is nothing in the record from which it appears that ICASA considered or 

otherwise reflected on the advice of ACACIA. The Rule 53 Record does not 

contain any reasons for ICASA’s decision to disregard the advice of its experts.

74. In any event, there is no reason, at all, valid or otherwise, that ICASA 

disregarded the advice of its experts on a matter that the experts identified as 

essential to be concluded before the finalisation of the ITAs.

75. That the MBSI is relevant to the assignment of spectrum is also apparent from 

ICASA’s alluding to it in the context of this spectrum process and from 

ACACIA’S advice to ICASA to conclude the MBSI before issuing the final ITA. 

These are both evidence of the significance of the MBSI to this spectrum
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allocation process. ICASA states in the Reasons Document that it considered 

three types of competitors who provide mobile services. Significantly, ICASA 

says that it envisages that all three types of competitors will operate in the retail 

market post-auction and that these markets are currently being analysed by it 

in the MBSI and were analysed in the Competition Commission's Data 

Services Market Inquiry (DSMI).

76. ICASA’s failure to conclude the MBSI market inquiry before it issued the ITAs 

is counter-productive to the very purpose of the inquiry in that it will produce a 

long-lasting market structure that is uncompetitive, inconsistent with the 

statutory objectives it purports to achieve under the ITAs.

77. On the above basis, too, ICASA’s decision is subject to review in terms of 

sections 6(2)(a)(b), 6(2)(f)(ii)(aa) to (cc) of RAJA.

78. I conclude this section by pointing out that ICASA has selectively addressed 

the competition issues identified by its experts. In the absence of evidence that 

it considered the issues discussed by its experts, it must be accepted that it 

did not consider any of the issues that do not appear in its record of decision. 

Specifically, where the Reasons Document does not contain any evidence that 

it considered an issue, it must mean that it did not consider the issue.

79. At paragraph 128 of its report, ACACIA state that,

“Nevertheless, Table 2 [summarising spectrum holdings] aside, 
ICASA acknowledges that various announced commercial 
transactions between wholesale national operators and sub
national operators have enabled the former to have access to 
substantial additional spectrum assets than Table 2 suggests. For
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example, transactions between Vodacom/Rain, MTN/Liquid, 
Vodacom/Liquid (and perhaps even MTN/Cell C) may have added 
to the dominance benefits in sites ownership already being enjoyed 
by Vodacom and MTN discussed above: The details of these 
transactions are largely commercially confidential, and there is an 
argument for their scrutiny as they arguably more than double the 
access to spectrum enjoyed in much of the geography of South 
Africa by Vodacom and MTN than depicted in Table 2. ”

80. ICASA has omitted from the Reasons Document the above paragraph, which 

sets out ACACIA's conclusions after it considered the implications of the pre

auction spectrum assignment for competition and replaced it with the following 

paragraph 95:

“These comparisons do not prove a causal link between spectrum 
assignments and prices. Nonetheless, the data highlights that 
South Africa's spectrum assignments are relatively low overall, and 
that more spectrum needs to be assigned urgently to enable cheap, 
high-quality mobile broadband. ”

81. BRG notes that ICASA’s Reasons Document avoids reaching any conclusion 

about the sharing deals and their salience, notwithstanding that ACACIA 

suggested that ICASA had previously acknowledged the existence of these 

deals and advised that they should be scrutinised.20

82. ACACIA states in paragraphs 136 to 139:

“However, the manner in which the WOAN is conceptualised is 
important. We face the options of assuming that the WOAN is a new 
entrant and becomes the Sth credible national wholesaler (in 
addition to the four national wholesalers Vodacom, MTN, Cell-C and 
Telkom Mobile) or assuming that that one or more of the current 
four national wholesalers would be the WOAN, i.e. no new entry. 
The structure and treatment of the WOAN critically affects the 
spectrum caps, floors and the set-aside for the WOAN, all of which 
would need to be reconsidered depending on which existing 
national wholesalers, if any, become shareholders of the WOAN.’’

20 2nd BRG Report, paragraphs 30 to 32.
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“The rest of this assessment assumes that the WOAN would be the 
5th national wholesaler in South Africa. ’’

'We also consider the regulatory and business risks around the 
WOAN to be quite significant. This is given the fact that there have 
[been] numerous failed WOAN initiatives such as in Kenya and 
Russia. ”

83. ICASA replaced the above paragraphs with the following paragraphs:

“However, the manner in which the WOAN is conceptualised is 
important. ICASA has taken the view that WOAN is a new entrant 
and may become the fifth (Sth) credible national wholesaler (in 
addition to the four national wholesalers).

84. In its report, annexed to this supplementary affidavit, BRG points out that the 

Reasons Document does not consider the possibility that one or more of the 

existing national wholesalers becomes the WOAN and that no new entry 

occurs. It does not acknowledge risks around the creation of a new WOAN, 

which ACACIA’s report does. 2122

85. At paragraph 176, ACACIA states the following relating to spectrum holdings:

“... it is also more than noteworthy to observe that Cell C neither 
possesses any 2300MHz/2600MHz/3500MHz spectrum nor has 
any reported national roaming transactions involving any of these 
spectrums.

Besides, both Vodacom and MTN have announced national 
roaming arrangements with sub-national players like Liquid and 
Rain to have access to more capacity spectrum like these later, and 
even including 2100MHz.”

86. In paragraph 111 of the Reasons Document, ICASA states that, relating to the 

issues discussed in the above paragraphs, "it is noteworthy to observe that 

Cell C neither possesses any 2300MHz/2600MHz/3500MHz spectrum".

21 ICASA’s Reasons Document p 100.

22 1st BRG Report, paragraphs 33 to 35.
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87. BRG notes that ACACIA’s reference to the national roaming agreements

Vodacom and MTN have negotiated with Rain and Liquid is omitted from the

paragraph in the Reasons Document.23

88. At paragraphs 182.1, 182.2 and 182.5, ACACIA concludes that, in respect of

auction outcomes that might raise competition concerns:

“Vodacom's existing spectrum holdings, site dominance and 
dominance in retail markets are likely to be sufficient for it to be a 
credible national wholesaler into future even if it wins no additional 
spectrum (particularly sub-1 GHz low frequency spectrum) in the 
auction/award. For completeness, this is also true for further 
capacity spectrum as Vodacom appears to already have national 
roaming arrangements in place which addresses this with sub
national operators."

“MTN’s existing spectrum holdings, strong sites position and 
dominance in retail markets are likely to be sufficient for it to be a 
credible national wholesaler in the future even if it wins no additional 
spectrum (particularly sub-1GHz low-frequency spectrum) in the 
auction/award. For completeness, too, this is also true for further 
capacity spectrum as MTN appears to already have national 
roaming arrangements in place which addresses this too."

"We also recommend the scrutinisation by ICASA of the details of 
the current extant spectrum roaming arrangements and their likely 
impact on competition in South Africa. This should be done before 
the finalisation of the rules of the auction. "24 [emphasis added]”

89. The Reasons Document omits any reference to the sharing arrangements to 

which ACACIA referred. There is no evidence that ICASA considered the 

advice to scrutinise the sharing deals before finalising the rules of the auction. 

There is also no evidence of why ICASA considered not to accept and act per 

the advice of ACACIA to consider the manifestly important issue.

23 1st BRG Report, paragraphs 36 to 38.

24 First ACACIA Report, paragraphs 182.1, 182.2 and 182.5.
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90. ACACIA states in paragraphs 182.8 to 182.9 relating to the prospects of the

Tier-2 national wholesalers that:

“Another of the Tier 2 national wholesalers [referring to Cell C] is 
unlikely to be credible without additional sub-1 GHz spectrum, 
additional mid-band spectrum and access to more sites.

“It is unlikely that the dominant tier-1 operators (Vodacom and MTN) 
would not be able to secure essential mid-band spectrum at the 
auction. The tier-1 operators also appear to have roaming 
agreements in place already, which give them access to the mid
band spectrum. Our other key concern is that this national 
wholesaler does not acquire any or enough capacity spectrum at 
the auction to become a credible competitor. Its financial woes have 
been pointed out in the Competition Commission’s Data Services 
Market Inguiry (DSMI).”[emphasis added]”

91. The Reasons Document does not mention the references to the sharing 

arrangements and Cell C's financial difficulties. It says only that:

“Another of the Tier 2 national wholesalers is unlikely to be credible 
without additional sub-1 GHz spectrum, additional mid-band 
spectrum and access to more sites.

“It is unlikely that the dominant Tier-1 operators would not be able 
to secure essential mid-band spectrum at the auction. There is also 
the question of how much more sub-1 GHz spectrum a Tier-1 
operator needs to be able to continue to be competitive in South 
Africa into the future. ”25

92. As previously pointed out, there is no evidence that ICASA considered the 

roaming arrangements referred to by ACACIA and their impact on the auction 

design. It also did not consider the financial conditionof Cell C and the potential 

impact thereof on competition. The record does not contain reasons why 

ICASA did not consider it necessary to have regard to the roaming 

arrangements and to ICASA’s financial condition.

25 ICASA’s Reasons Document, page 114.



93. ICASA failed to have regard to relevant facts. Its decision accordingly cannot 

be rational.

Failure to promote access to mobile services that are affordable

94. I have already drawn attention to the submissions made by the Competition 

Commission in response to the Information Memorandum and the acute 

concerns that it pointed out regarding high prices of mobile and data services 

due to lack of competition in the mobile communication services market.

95. Nothing in the documents included in the initial and supplementary Rule 53 

Records show that ICASA has developed and planned the auction lots to bring 

about or promote affordable mobile and data services.

96. Here, too, ICASA has failed to take relevant considerations into account, and 

its decision is subject to review under the self-same section 6(2)(e)(iii) of RAJA.

TAKING IRRELEVANT CONSIDERATIONS INTO ACCOUNT

97. ICASA states in the IM that in the licensing of spectrum, the following 

objectives of the EGA must be prioritised—26

97.1. Promotion of B-BBEE, with particular attention to the needs of 

women, opportunities for youth and persons with disabilities.

26 Rule 53 Record p 829.



97.2. Promotion of the universal provision of electronic communications 

networks and electronic communications networks and electronic 

communications services and connectivity for all.

97.3. The promotion of consumers' interests with regard to the price, 

quality, and variety of electronic communications services.

97.4. Develop and promote SMMEs and Cooperatives.

97.5. Encourage investment and innovation in the communications 

sector.

97.6. Promote open, fair and non-discriminatory access to broadcasting 

services, electronic communication networks, and electronic 

communications services.

97.7. Promote competition within the ICT sector.

97.8. Promote and facilitate the development of interoperable; and 

interconnected electronic networks, the provision of the services 

contemplated in the Act and to create a technologically neutral 

framework.

97.9. Ensure efficient use of the radio frequency spectrum.

98. In a letter to the Minister dated 21 February 2019, ICASA gives as its reason 

why it must undertake the allocation of spectrum as follows,

“The Honourable Minister is respectively advised that ICASA has, 
as one of its Key Outcomes in its 2018/2019 Annual Performance 
Plan, the creation of an environment conducive to universal 
broadband provision and digital broadcasting services through t^.
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Licensing of Spectrum. This Strategic Objective is also contained in 
the Authority’s five-year Strategic Plan” (paragraph 4). It also states 
that “In order to achieve its five-year Strategic Outcome Orientated 
Goals, ICASA published the final International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT) Roadmap 2014 (on 14 November 2014) 
to advise the stakeholders of the process, including timelines, to be 
undertaken by ICASA in licensing radio frequency spectrum 
identified for IMT” (paragraph 5).

99. According to a Minute of a meeting of the Licensing of the IMT Spectrum

Council Committee of the Council of 4 March 2020, ICASA’s Council requested 

and the committee agreed to review the Project Plan to auction the spectrum 

in December 2020 to meet the deadline announced in the Presidential State 

Of the Nation Address (SONA).

100. There is no controversy that the assignment of much-needed spectrum is long 

overdue. However, chasing a deadline does not authorise ICASA to disregard 

its legal obligations to meet the objectives set out above.

101. ICASA has elected to side-step, completing processes essential to realise the 

objectives identified by it to meet the self-imposed deadline of December 2020, 

which was later changed to March 2021.

102. As a result of the singular goal to meet the deadline imposed upon itself,

ICASA had not completed the processes advised by its experts to be 

completed before it finalised the ITAs. As I have shown, there is no explanation 

or valid reason why ICASA chose to issue the ITAs before it had completed 

the MBSI, the competition assessment and any other issues identified by

ACACIA.



103. It appears from the above that, in finalising and issuing the ITA before 

completing the MBSI, and without considering the critical issues that could 

potentially impact on competition impact raised by ACACIA. ICASA was 

overwhelmingly, if not solely, driven purely to achieve its performance targets 

rather than to design an auction that will promote competition. It "prioritised the 

date of the auction over the robustness of the auction design."

104. BRG states that in its haste to conduct the auction, ICASA avoided dealing 

with the pertinent and complex issues identified by ACACIA and other parties 

who commented on the Information Memorandum and attended public 

hearings. I agree that this is what ICASA has done. It has sacrificed promoting 

competition in favour of meeting its performance targets.

105. ICASA’s performance targets are an irrelevant consideration in the licensing 

of spectrum and should not be considered. And yet, this is what ICASA has 

done.

106. ICASA’s response to the competition issues is inconsistent - at best.

107. ICASA submits that it commissioned economics experts’ services, ACACIA, to 

advise on the Auction ITA design and advise whether the Auction ITA would 

assist in the promotion of competition, (paragraph 15.39.5 of the answering 

affidavit)



108. ICASA also states that “[t]here is no dispute that ICASA must have regard to 

and promote competition when it performs its functions.” (paragraph 9.7.10 of 

ICASA’s answering affidavit)

109. However, elsewhere in the answering affidavit, ICASA states that “ICASA is 

mindful of the fact that there are competition concerns which must be 

addressed and it has taken a decision that this current Auction ITA process 

will not address all such concerns.” (paragraph 9.11 of ICASA’s answering 

affidavit)

110. Not only is this inconsistent with what ICASA says elsewhere in the affidavit, 

but it is also inconsistent with ICASA’s obligations in terms of the EGA. ICASA 

asserts that the suspension of the auction process would not be in the public 

interest. I submit that ICASA’s failure to address the clear, manifest and 

legitimate competition concerns will have a far more adverse impact on mobile 

services, consumers, and the public interest.

111. Assigning spectrum without considering the implications of the assignment on 

competition may result in a retention of the current market structure (which the 

Competition Commission and Authority's experts describe as anti

competitive), at best. It may have a worsening effect of entrenching the anti

competitive duopoly. The consumer, and as a consequence, the public at

large, is the ultimate loser if this is the case. The larger operators will translate

their efficiency gains into higher profits rather than lower prices. This was

noted by the Competition Commission’s DSMI report in which it stated “larger

operators are charging well in excess of costs in any event (as previous!



shown in the Commission’s analysis on Vodacom and MTN’s profitability 

measures. This is reflected above where the abnormal margins from market 

power are far higher than potential cost savings from more spectrum."

112. It follows therefore that ICASA’s decision to proceed with the ITAs is liable to 

be reviewed in terms of section 6(2)(e)(iii) of RAJA.

ADDITIONAL GROUNDS OF REVIEW

The availability of IMT700 and IMT800 bands of spectrum

113. ICASA proposes to auction IMT700 and IMT800 bands of spectrum.

114. Both the IMT700 and IMT800 frequency bands still contain analogue and 

television broadcasting transmitters, which provide broadcasting services (i.e. 

e.TV, SABC 1, 2 and 3) to viewers within the large geographical coverage 

areas of those transmitters. Mobile services operating in the IMT700 and 

IMT800 frequency bands therefore cannot be deployed within these areas 

without causing harmful interference to television viewers and/or receiving 

harmful interference from the broadcasting transmitters into the mobile 

services. Operating on the same frequencies and within the same geographic 

area will therefore cause harmful interference between these services.

115. As a result, the spectrum in these bands is not available for assignment on an 

exclusive or national basis. Any successful bidders in these bands will 

inevitably be secondary occupiers or users of the spectrum and may not use 

it in geographic locations where such use interferes with broadcas:



transmissions. The consequence is that successful bidders will not enjoy the 

full commercial benefit of their investment upon award of the spectrum.

116. In the documents included in the supplementary Rule 53 Record, there is a 

letter that ICASA wrote to the then Acting Minister of Communications dated 

19 May 2020, in which ICASA informed the Minister of the publication of the 

Radio Frequency Plan for the UHF broadcasting band and, included therein 

as an annexure, the proposed auction of IMT700 and IMT800 bands of 

spectrum. In the annexures attached to that letter, ICASA confirmed that these 

frequency bands are subject to the process of migration and will not be 

available for exclusive use by mobile operators until the migration process is 

complete. ICASA went on to indicate the estimated time when those 

frequencies would then become available for exclusive use by the mobile 

operators, namely somewhere in 2023.

117. ICASA’s position set out in the letter and annexures to the then Acting Minister 

is consistent with the position it indicated in all official positions communicated 

to interested parties such as Telkom, including the position set out in the 

Information Memorandum, the Clarifications Document and the Reasons 

Document.

118. Remarkably, ICASA dramatically changed the above position in its answering 

affidavit to Part B of this application. Therein, ICASA contended, for the first 

time, that the IMT700 and IMT800 bands of spectrum are available for use by 

mobile operators and that successful bidders will be given commercial use of



those frequency bands immediately upon being issued with the frequency 

licenses so that they can fully enjoy the benefits thereof.

119. The new stance adopted by ICASA manifests the irrationality of the auction 

process it now pursues. It shows that ICASA is labouring under a material 

mistake or misapprehension of fact, which infects the contemplated auction 

process. Its decision is therefore liable to be reviewed in terms of section 6(2)(i) 

of RAJA.

120. The new stance also shows that the decision of ICASA is based on a material 

error of law because the decision to finally clear the IMT700 and IMT800 bands 

of spectrum for use by mobile operators is dependent on a switch-off date to 

be determined and prescribed by the Minister of Communications. It is 

common cause that the Minister has not done so. It follows therefore that 

ICASA’s decision to proceed with the auction process in these circumstances 

is infected or influenced by a material error of law and is therefore reviewable, 

in terms of section 6(2)(d) of RAJA.

121. During the hearing of Part B proceedings, ICASA made it clear that it relied on 

the temporary spectrum licenses issued to Telkom and other mobile operators 

under the special dispensation prescribed by the Minister of Communications 

through statutory Directions issued in terms of section 27 of the Disaster 

Management Act and Regulation 10(8) of the Regulations made in terms of 

the Disaster Management Act.



122. The Minister’s Directions made it clear that the Minister authorised ICASA to

issue temporary licenses to mobile operators to utilise the IMT700 and IMT800 

bands of spectrum for COVID-19 purposes. Surprisingly, ICASA now claims 

that it has the power to make use of the special dispensation authorised by the 

Minister for this special purpose, to make available the IMT700 and IMT800 

bands of spectrum permanently for the purpose of the ITAs and the auction 

process contemplated thereby.

123. I respectfully submit that ICASA has misconceived its regulatory powers. It has 

opportunistically sought to arrogate to itself powers it does not have under the 

Minister’s Directions and special dispensation prescribed by the Minister. It has 

thus been influenced by material error of law, and its decision is subject to 

review in terms of section 6(2)(d) of PAJA.

124. A further ground of review arising from the claim, again made for the first time 

by ICASA in the answering affidavit, that Telkom has been utilising the 

temporary licence issued under the special dispensation and has therefore 

gained access to the IMT700 and IMT800 frequency bands without any 

harmful interference from the competing or primary broadcasting signals by 

broadcasters that use those frequencies too.

125. In the replying affidavit, in Part B proceedings, I produced evidence of 

interference which Telkom reported to ICASA. I also pointed out that the 

conditions of the temporary licence issued to Telkom make it clear that when 

interference takes place, Telkom is obliged to immediately switch-off its signal



distribution so that the competing broadcasting signals can be conveyed

without interruption.

126. The significance of that evidence and the applicable conditions of the 

temporary licence make it clear that Telkom will not be the primary user of the 

IMT700 and IMT800 frequencies which may be awarded to it in the auction 

process until the process of migration has been completed and broadcasting 

signals have finally been cleared from those frequencies. In the BRG report 

annexed hereto, BRG explains, from a competition perspective, adverse 

consequences that will flow from the shared use of the IMT700 and IMT800, 

should they be assigned under the current auction process.

127. In particular, BRG points out that:

“ICASA's approach is contrary to now-standard economic 
perspectives on the management of spectrum, which were 
developed more than six decades ago, and which rely on providing 
appropriate economic incentives to manage problems such as 
interference. At least from the economist's perspective, a market
based approach conferring usage rights on mobile wireless 
operators while compensating broadcasters (if required) represents 
the economically optimal approach to spectrum management and 
digital migration. ...”

128. It follows, therefore, that the assignment of the IMT700 and IMT800 

frequencies on a shared basis will not bring about the competitive market 

conditions which ICASA purports to promote under the current auction 

process. ICASA’s decision to proceed with the auction process under these 

circumstances is irrational and ought to reviewed and set aside in terms of 

section 6(2)(f)(ii)(aa) to (cc) of RAJA.



129. ICASA was also warned about the prejudice to the broadcasters resulting from 

interference caused by sharing. To this extent, the SABO in its representations 

in response to the IM that the requirements that a licensee will have a minimum 

of three years from the date that the 700 MHz and 800 MHz bands become 

available will indirectly mean additional pressures on the licensees to the 

extent that sharing principles of the spectrum can easily be compromised, 

which will lead to interference to the disadvantage and severe prejudice of 

broadcasters.

130. The SABC further submitted that over the years when ICASA published the 

IMT Roadmap, the SABC submitted the same responses requesting the 

availability of the spectrum and the usage of the spectrum in the 700 MHz and 

800 MHZ frequency bands should only be after the SABC's television services 

have migrated out of the digital dividend bands.

131. The SABC further cautioned ICASA that if the 700 MHz and 800 MHz bands 

are licensed and brought into use before the successful completion of the 

Broadcasting Digital Migration process, about 30% of the South African 

population will be deprived of their Constitutional rights of access to be 

informed, entertained and educated.27

132. In paragraphs 3.3 and 3.4 of its representations to ICASA on the IM, the SABC 

addresses the following pertinent points which ICASA continues to disregard:

"The SABC has been calling for a mechanism of dealing with 
interference in a geographic spectrum sharing environment and

27 Caselines page M508 - M509, para 3.2. x.
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I CASA has seemingly not taken these submissions into account. In 
the interest of orderly frequency spectrum management, a 
transitional arrangement plan must be discussed, agreed upon and 
gazetted. This plan will provide the needed guidance and the 
assurance that harmful interference will be dealt with during the 
transition period. At the moment, the industry is in the dark when it 
comes to the level of interference it has to accommodate and for 
how long this will be sustained from IMT services. Geographic 
sharing of spectrum without a proper mechanism of dealing with 
interference can be harmful to SABC's current television operations 
in the digital dividend bands [para 3.3 page M509 - M510).

Section 2(t) of the ECA enjoins the Authority to protect the integrity 
and the viability of the public broadcasting services. Thus, the 
SABC's viability should be safeguarded in order to ensure that the 
public continues to have access to public interest programming. "28

133. It is of importance to note that Telkom also has an obligation to coordinate the 

deployment of its mobile network against existing broadcasting systems, 

which, if executed properly, should lead to zero interference. Interference 

should therefore be an exception. The measure of the inability of the band is 

the extend of the areas where the existence of broadcasting signals prohibits 

the deployment of mobile systems.

Inadequate spectrum assignment to the WOAN

134. ACACIA has identified the risks associated with the WOAN implementation 

and proposed that ICASA carry an effective WOAN Risks analyses, whether 

through a WOAN beauty contest or prior to auction (paragraph 74).

135. ACACIA also lists as a measure to mitigate the risk posed by the WOAN the 

risk of stranded spectrum and proposes minimum WOAN spectrum holdings 

to minimise stranded spectrum risks.

28 Caselines page M510, para 4.



136. ACACIA states in paragraph 141, Appendix A, that:

‘VVe believe the portfolios we have proposed for the WOAN provide 
enough capacity and coverage spectrum (SOMHz in total) for the 
WOAN to be a credible new wholesale national entrant into the 
mobile market alongside the existing four national wholesalers. The 
minimum 80MHz of total spectrum is similar to the amount of 
spectrum the top three wholesalers currently hold before the 2020 
auction (ignoring the roaming arrangements in place). The 
minimum 80MHz for the WOAN is also consistent with all the 
options in the 1st of Nov. 2019 WOAN IM bar Option 1”.

137. In paragraph 135, Appendix A, ACACA states that ICASA “has taken clear 

cognisance of the wishes of Government and comments by stakeholders in 

response to ICASA’s IM Notice of 1st Nov. 2019 for ICASA to make provisions 

for a WOAN entrant and as such spectrum has been reserved for the WOAN’.

138. In its explanation for reserving 80MHz of 2 x 10 MHz of sub-1 GHz, 1 x 40MHz

of 2.6 GHz, and 1 x 20 MHz of IMT 2300 MHz to the WOAN, ICASA states that 

this is sufficient to render the WOAN credible. This is also reflected in the report 

of the senior manager for legal and regulatory affairs to a meeting of the 

Council on 28 September 2020 (page 788 of the Rule 53 Record, paragraph 

5.14) that "The committee recommended that the WOAN be allocated 80MHz, 

which is more than what any current wholesaler is allocated in the market'.

139. Of the spectrum reserved for the WOAN, only 20MHz of it is sub-1 GHz 

spectrum. And yet, the three wholesalers who hold sub-1 GHz spectrum each 

hold 22MHz, excluding anything derived from the sharing arrangements, which 

is more than the 20 MHz sub-1 reserved for the WOAN. The 22MHz sub-1 

GHz holdings of Vodacom, MTN and Cell C are pre the auction. As ICASA 

correctly observes in paragraph 182, Appendix A, they are expected to



increase their sub-1 GHz holdings following the auction. Quite clearly, the 

WOAN is not allocated adequate sub-1 GHz spectrum.

140. On page 150, Appendix A, ACACIA states that as in the Ofcom 2012 UK 

Competition Assessment of Mobile Markets, by ‘credible’, we mean that a 

competitor should be capable of exerting an effective constraint on its rivals, 

in terms of factors such as the provision of high-quality services, competitive 

prices, choice and innovation, and as such contribute to the overall 

competitiveness of the mobile market. In reserving the SOMHzforthe WOAN, 

there is no evidence that ICASA considered any of these factors or other 

relevant factors in reserving the spectrum that it did for the WOAN. There is 

also no evidence that ICASA considered whether the WOAN would be capable 

of "exerting an effective constraint on its rivals” with the 80MHz reserved for it.

141. ICASA has identified the WOAN as the fifth national wholesale operator and 

proposes to set aside spectrum for the WOAN based on being a fifth operator. 

However, if Cell C is or should not be classified as a national wholesaler, the 

spectrum set aside for the WOAN must also reflect this fact. ICASA has not 

taken this into account in determining the appropriate spectrum to be set aside 

for the WOAN, so it is able to be a credible competitor. BRG also note that 

“(similarly, the cost-benefit calculus around ICASA’s decision to obligate 

MVNO access to other national wholesale networks looks different if the 

WOAN is the fourth national wholesaler instead of the fifth, a circumstance that 

changes to Cell C’s status make more likely”.2*

29 1st Report p 9, para 19.



142. The assignment to the WOAN of spectrum that is less than the total holdings 

of the existing licensees is in direct contravention of the Ministerial Policy 

Direction. The Minister directed:

“Noting that some incumbent operators have already been 
assigned high demand spectrum and considering the whole open 
access obligations imposed on the WOAN, the Authority must 
consider the assignment of spectrum within the following principles:

(a) On 700 MHz, to ensure preferential treatment of the WOAN;

(b) On 800 MHz, to ensure preferential treatment of the WOAN; 
and

(c) On 2600 MHz, to ensure preferential treatment of the WOAN. ”30

143. What is clear the from the language of the Ministerial Policy Direction is that 

that ICASA was requested to consider assigning more spectrum to the WOAN.

I am advised that section 3(4) of the EGA requires ICASA to seriously consider 

the policy directions. Prior to the publication of the policy directions, the 

Minister consulted ICASA and the public as she is required to do so by the 

ECA. In the light of this, I am advised that, if ICASA intended to depart from 

this policy direction, ICASA needed to consult the public on its reasons for 

doing so.

144. Furthermore, Telkom (through its wholesale business division) and Cell C  

proposed to ICASA that it should consider awarding the WOAN more spectrum 

to ensure that it is sustainable. This is consistent with the Ministerial Policy 

Directions, which directed ICASA to ensure that it "should licence spectrum to 

the WOAN in a manner that enables it to fulfil its policy mandate and to

31

30 Para 2.1.3 of the Ministerial Policy Directions.

31 Para 1.1, 5.1-2 of Cell C's written submission to the IM, Caseline: pages M107 and M110.



thrive’’.32 In the Integrated ICT Policy, the Minister conceived of the WOAN as 

a policy instrument to address the lack of effective competition in the mobile 

sector.33 Particularly, to enable more licensees to access high demand 

spectrum.

145. The Ministerial Policy Directions were published in tandem with specified 

amendments to the Integrated ICT Policy. The amendment did not change the 

rationale and objective of the WOAN. There is no indication in the record that 

ICASA considered the WOAN in the light of its policy objectives or that ICASA 

determined the spectrum for the WOAN in light of its policy mandate.

146. In the light of the above, I submit that ICASA failed to seriously consider the 

Ministerial Policy Directions in respect of the assignment of spectrum to the 

WOAN. In this regard, I am advised that ICASA’s failure to consider the 

Ministerial Policy Direction is reviewable in terms of section 6(2)(b) of PAJA.

Failure to consult

147. ICASA’s experts advised ICASA to conduct consultations after a final draft set 

of rules or measures were included in the draft Auction ITA because “there are 

several to many material new proposals in the new set of rules compared to 

the 1st November 2019 IM.”

32 Para 3.1 of the Ministerial Policy Directions.

33 Para 9.1.6 of the Integrated ICT Policy.



148. The experts cautioned ICASA against proceeding with the Auction ITA without 

consultation in the following terms ‘We Judge the legal risks (judicial review) 

due to no re-consultation (after the last 1st of Nov 2019 IM) to be VERY HIGH." 

(ACACIA report page 986, paragraphs 88 and 89; supplementary record page 

1286)

149. ICASA’s failure to consult after additional substantive and material rules were 

added to the rules set out in the Information Memorandum of November 2019 

renders ICASA’s decision to publish the Auction ITA without consultation 

procedurally irrational.

150. The fact that the Auction ITA was materially and substantively different to the 

Information Memorandum of November 2019 means that the consultation 

process undertaken in 2019 was irrelevant. The interested parties were not 

afforded a reasonable opportunity to participate effectively in the law-making 

process. The consultation for the Information Memorandum of November 2019 

was not substantive and meaningful.

151. A list of the differences between the Information Memorandum of November 

2019 and the Auction ITA is attached and marked “SA2”.

Market of five national wholesale operators

152. ICASA has designed the spectrum allocation based on five national operators 

comprising the Vodacom, MTN, Cell C, Telkom and the WOAN.



153. There is no rationale apparent from the record why ICASA has selected a "five- 

player" auction design. It appears from the following that ICASA has simply 

assumed that the four national operators will each bid for additional spectrum 

and has slavishly included a WOAN in the design as a new entrant in 

pursuance of the policy.

154. In its purported competition assessment, ICASA states that it has adopted the 

term “national wholesaler1' from the Ofcom 2012 Competition Assessment to 

refer to a licensee that controls access to its RAN and is capable of providing 

I MT services on a wholesale basis to roaming and MVNO customers, where 

the licensee’s RAN is capable of serving more than 50% of the population in 

South Africa (Competition Assessment to Inform the Licensing of the 

International Mobile Telecommunications Spectrum on the ICT)  . In 

paragraph 4, ICASA states that national wholesalers could share or contract 

for access to national RANs and still be in a position of controlling wholesale 

access but not actually operating the network.

34

155. Cell C does not meet the definition of a “national wholesaled adopted by 

ICASA. It has pronounced that it will, and has taken steps to, cease operating 

a RAN.

156. According to TeleGeography CommsUpdate (2020), Cell C plans to migrate 

all its traffic onto MTN’s network and retain only its own core network and

34 Rule 53 Record p895, paragraph 3.



spectrum.35 Cell C has also recently announced that their contract customers

will migrate to Vodacom's network.

157. BRG correctly note in their report that it has been clear since at least August 

2020 that Cell C no longer intends to operate a RAN and is exiting 

“infrastructure-based competition". BRG points out that by 10 August 2020, 

before publication of the ITA, it was apparent that Cell C had an agreement 

with MTN to migrate all its network traffic to MTN’s RAN and further refers to 

the statement of MTN’s CEO at the time that this agreement, “would mean that 

they could decommission their tower infrastructure," and according to BRG, 

suggested that MTN may use some of Cell C’s spectrum in the future.36

158. BRG also note that numerous questions have been raised in the industry and 

in public hearings before ICASA whether Cell C has become a mobile virtual 

network operator.  BRG refers to one such instance, a presentation to ICASA37

on behalf of the Internet Service Providers’ Association in public hearings on 

the MBSI referred to by BRG in which Mr Dominic Cull presenting, stated that 

“Cell C is effectively abandoning its position as an MNO and becoming an 

MVNO on the MTN network’. Indeed, subsequent press statements have 

confirmed that Cell C has begun the process of decommissioning its RAN and 

transferring its traffic to a so-called “virtual radio access network' provided to 

it by MTN. statements have appeared in, inter alia, MyBroadband (2020), “Cell

35 1st RBG Report p 7, para 17. I

36 1st RBG Report p38, paragraph 94.
37 1st RBG Report p 38, paragraph 94. /VX k \



C will shut down its network soon - Here is what will happen’’, 23 October 

2020, referred to in 1st BRG Report, footnote 112.”

159. Whilst historically, Cell C had some customers with its market share peaking 

at 23.3% in 2015, its fortunes have declined significantly in recent years. In 

this regard, the DSMI noted that this had affected its ability to be a real 

constraint on Vodacom and MTN.  Cell C's circumstances had seen Cell C 

pursue a fundamentally different business model than has initially been the 

case when it first entered the market as a mobile network operator.

38

160. Notwithstanding all this relevant information that was in the public domain and 

known to ICASA, ICASA states in the answering affidavit, part B, that “the fact 

that Cell C may be changing the manner in which it operates is not an issue 

which was placed before ICASA when the decisions in issue were taken."

161. I point out that Cell C, unlike the other “national wholesalers", declined to take 

up the emergency spectrum availed by ICASA in the aftermath of the COVID- 

19 pandemic on the basis that it did not require such spectrum because of its 

roaming arrangement with MTN. Whilst it is not definitive of the status of Cell 

C, it is a significant indicator of the status of Cell C. It is also evidence of the 

real nature of the relationship between MTN and Cell C and the consequence 

of their sharing arrangement, which, whilst commercially sound, is instructive 

of the status of Cell C as a competitor to MTN.

38 1st RBG Report p 23, paragraph 53.



162. BRG points out that these facts about the status of Cell C are relevant to at 

least the calculation of the spectrum caps and floors, the spectrum set aside 

for the WOAN and the proposed five ‘'national wholesalers” market structure.39

163. Nothing in the record reflects that ICASA considered the merits of identifying 

Cell C as a national wholesaler post the auction, notwithstanding the above 

information in the public domain and available to ICASA before it published the 

ITAs.

164. No explanation appears from the record why ICASA considers that Cell C is a 

national wholesaler and will remain so post the auction. This is notwithstanding 

the significant change in the status of Cell C should it cease to operate a RAN, 

an issue that was in the public domain at the time of the issuing of the ITA.

165. The Minister directed ICASA to study the implications of 5G on the licensing 

of spectrum and report to her. ICASA prepared and submitted a report to the

Minister without consulting the operators, technology providers and the public |

in general. 5G has a direct impact on Telkom's (and other interested parties') |

technology and business plans. Telkom and the other interested parties have

a material interest in the study. ICASA had an obligation to consult about the |

study on the impact of 5G on the licensing of spectrum.

39 1st RBG Report p38, paragraph 93.
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CONCLUSION

166. For the reasons-set out in my founding affidavit as supplemented by this 

affidavit, I respectfully submit that the impugned decisions fall to be reviewed 

and set aside on the basis that the decisions do not meet the principle of 

legality and amounts to unlawful and unreasonable administrative action.

WHEREFORE, Telkom persists and prays for the relief set out in Part C of the notice

of motion, with costs.
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I. Introduction

1. Our names are Kalyan Dasgupta, Justin Tonkin and Phil Alves. We are economists affiliated 
with Berkeley Research Group ("BRG"). BRG is an international firm providing expert 
analysis and management consulting services in the areas of economics, finance, 
accounting, and data analytics. We work out of BRG's offices in Johannesburg and 
London. We submitted an Expert Report on this matter dated 21 December 2020 ("our 
initial report"). Our qualifications are set out in the that report. With the exceptions of 
the terms defined below, the defined terms in that report are adopted in this report too.

A. Scope of Report

2. We have been asked by Werksmans Attorneys, acting on behalf of Telkom SA SOC Ltd 
("Telkom") to provide an independent economic assessment of two reports produced by 
Acacia Economics ("Acacia") for the Independent Communications Authority of South 
Africa ("ICASA") in relation to the ITA, namely:

• An internal report commissioned by ICASA entitled “Spectrum Market-Based 
Assignment & Licensing Rules and Measures for the forthcoming ICASA Auction 
(and the WOAN)" (the "First Acacia Report"), dated 4 May 2020.

• A report entitled "Report on the economic aspects on the IMT Spectrum licensing 
process" dated 29 January 2021 (the "Second Acacia Report") submitted as part 
of ICASA's answering affidavit.

3. The First Acacia Report was commissioned to provide ICASA with advice on the design of 
the upcoming spectrum auction. The report includes a competition assessment, both pre- 
and post-auction (i.e., assessing competition before the auction, and the likely impact of 
the auction on competition thereafter) that informs Acacia's proposed auction rules.

4. The Second Acacia Report was produced as a response to our initial report and Telkom's 
Founding Affidavit and attempts, inter alia, to provide a justification for various decisions 
taken by ICASA in respect of the ITA.

5. We have also been asked by Werksmans Attorneys to provide an economic analysis of 
ICASA's view that spectrum in low-frequency bands (i.e., so called "sub-lGHz" spectrum) 
will be available to mobile network operators (MNOs), as it can be used on a shared basis 
with broadcasters. We have been asked to provide an economic analysis that draws on 
economic theory and international precedent for such "spectrum sharing" and to 
consider whether such sharing will be able to sufficiently address the competition issues 
that arise from persistent asymmetries in holdings of sub-lGHz spectrum.



B. Materials Relied Upon

6. Our analysis is based upon the First and Second Acacia Reports. We have also been 
provided with ICASA's Heads of Argument dated February 7th, 2021, relating to Part B of 
the current process before the Court, with ICASA's answering papers dated February 1st, 
2021 responding to Telkom's application and with e.tv's Heads of Argument in relation to 
Part B. The rest of our analysis is based entirely on materials in the public domain 
(including some of the materials which we relied upon to compile our initial report), which 
are referenced in the footnotes to this report.

C. Duty of Independence

7. We are aware that we have a duty to assist the Court and that we are not to be an 
advocate for any party in this proceeding ("Duty of Independence"). We have prepared 
this report in accordance with this Duty of Independence. If any of us are called upon to 
provide further information to the Court, we will provide that information in conformity 
with the Duty of Independence.
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II. Summary of Opinions

A. Overview

8. We provide an expanded summary of our principal opinions below. In short form, 
however, we note:

• ICASA's advisor. Acacia, had (in its 4th May 2020 report to ICASA) raised concerns 
about the sequencing of the ITA in relation to the MBSI and had provided a 
competition assessment to ICASA whose aim was to mitigate the risks associated 
with any mis-sequencing. It had also highlighted key issues that it recommended 
ICASA consider before finalising the auction rules.

• ICASA's competition assessment—provided in its Reasons Document of 
December 4th— is in very large part identical to those in Acacia's competition 
assessment. However, key issues flagged in Acacia's competition assessment and 
which Acacia had suggested should be scrutinised prior to the ITA were not 
mentioned in ICASA's competition assessment. ICASA itself did not offer any 
explanation as to why it was not a serious risk to defer scrutiny of those issues to 
after the auction. Thus, ICASA cannot thus claim to have mitigated the risk 
associated with incomplete consideration of relevant competition issues prior to 
finalising the auction rules.

• Acacia has prepared a recent report for ICASA responding to our initial report filed 
with Telkom's application. Acacia's recent report offers new justifications for 
ICASA's deferral of issues that, in some cases, Acacia had itself previously flagged 
(in the First Acacia Report) as demanding consideration prior to finalising auction 
rules. However, there is no evidence that Acacia's reasoning was ever shared by 
ICASA and ever constituted a basis for ICASA's decision-making. Even setting 
aside their post hoc nature, the justifications that Acacia now provides are also 
weak from an economic perspective (as discussed in this report).

• ICASA now suggests, in its answering affidavit, that sharing spectrum with 
broadcasters mitigates the problem of competitive asymmetry created by the 
fact that Telkom lacks spectrum in the "sub-lGHz" range. It points to the fact that 
Telkom is using such spectrum as part of its temporary assignment pursuant to 
the Covid-19 emergency. ICASA claims that Telkom is able to do so without 
interference.

• In reality, we understand Telkom has documented interference to ICASA. Even 
more importantly, the need to manage interference with broadcasters has meant 
that Telkom can only deploy these frequencies at a minority of sites—i.e., the 
alleged lack of interference has been achieved at the cost of limiting rollout. 
These facts dovetail with long-standing economic theory: shared spectrum
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cannot be used to foster investment in large-scale mobile broadband networks in 
anything like the same way that exclusive spectrum usage rights can do. Shared 
spectrum cannot correct the competitive asymmetry between operators lacking 
full-fledged access to sub-lGHz spectrum bands and those that have such access 
(via licences that give them exclusive usage rights over some frequencies).

B. The Acacia Reports' Relationship to ICASA's Decisions

9. Acacia prepared an internal report for ICASA in May 2020, which ICASA has only disclosed 
as part of its response to Telkom's application in this litigation. ICASA also commissioned 
Acacia to respond to our initial report. The "Competition Assessment" in ICASA's Reasons 
Document borrows large passages of text without modification (or attribution) from 
Annexure A of the First Acacia Report. However, ICASA's assessment discarded certain 
key passages and recommendations from the First Acacia Report. This was done without 
explanation or discussion. These omitted passages deal with some of the key themes that 
we had raised in our initial report—most notably the network sharing and roaming 
agreements between incumbent firms (MTN and Vodacom) and smaller players such as 
Rain, Liquid and Cell C ("the sharing deals").

10. The Second Acacia Report provides explanations or justifications for ICASA's decisions, 
which we view as being post hoc in nature. For example, the Second Acacia Report 
provides reasons for why ICASA was, and is, justified in proceeding with the ITA and the 
auction, and deferring scrutiny of the competitive implications of the sharing deals until 
after the auction. The First Acacia Report had recommended ICASA complete this scrutiny 
before finalising the auction rules. As a foundational point, then, it is important to note 
that there is no evidence that the reasons or justification Acacia now offers in the Second 
Acacia Report were the actual reasons or justifications that informed ICASA's decisions 
prior to the ITA. ICASA's Reasons Document does not provide any of the reasoning now 
outlined in Acacia's report, and there is no other evidence provided that ICASA engaged 
in such reasoning with or without Acacia's assistance. ICASA's Reasons Document does 
not mention the sharing deals at all.

11. As such, the Second Acacia Report is substantially irrelevant to understanding the 
adequacy of ICASA's analysis and its process in the months leading up to December 2020, 
which is when ICASA published the Reasons Document for the auction ITA.

12. Another important foundational point is that the First Acacia Report highlighted that 
failure to complete the MBSI was a key risk to the ITA.  To mitigate this risk. Acacia 
prepared and submitted its own competition assessment to ICASA as Annexure A to the 
First Acacia Report. The First Acacia Report stated however that:

1

1 First Acacia Report, H 76 and H 81.



"[T]his competition assessment is subject to change and the Authority 
should ensure that its competition assessment in the MB[S]I too is 
concluded prior to issuing the final ITA."2

13. The First Acacia Report thus appears to have made precisely the same point about the 
sequencing of the MBSI and the ITA as we did in our own initial report. ICASA appears to 
have ignored Acacia's advice about sequencing. While the First Acacia Report can claim 
that it mitigated the risks of mis-sequencing the ITA in relation to the MBSI because it 
conducted a competition assessment, ICASA cannot make that same claim because the 
competition assessment that it lays claims to in its own name selectively discards 
significant aspects of the otherwise-nearly-identical Acacia competition assessment.

14. In summary, ICASA has evidently ignored those parts of Acacia's recommendation that 
would have required it to conduct more analysis and to proceed more slowly than it 
actually did. ICASA's recent disclosure of the First Acacia Report shows that some of the 
risks and concerns that we highlighted in our first report were also noted by ICASA's own 
advisors. Further, the Competition Commission ("Commission") has recently filed an 
explanatory affidavit in proceedings at the Competition Tribunal that Telkom initiated, 
requesting that the Tribunal review the sharing deal between Vodacom and Rain as a 
merger. The Commission has asked the Tribunal to remit the matter to the Commission 
for the Commission's review. This development adds force to our view (which Acacia 
shared at least until May 4th, 2020) that the sharing deals are complex matters requiring 
considerable investigation, not matters that could be overlooked or ignored. ICASA's 
decision to simply not provide any discussion or explanation in regard to this significant 
competition issue is inconsistent with the actions we would have expected from a 
regulator that was keenly focused on its mandate to promote competition.

C. Analysis of the Second Acacia Report

15. As stated above, the Second Acacia Report is, in our view, irrelevant to an understanding 
of the adequacy of the process that ICASA undertook in arriving at the ITA. In any case, 
however, the Second Acacia Report also does not provide convincing reasons to believe 
that the recommendations of the First Acacia Report-- which like our initial report 
emphasised the importance of completing a holistic competition assessment—can be set 
aside.

16. With respect to the sharing deals, the Second Acacia Report suggests that they may have 
pro-competitive effects, rather than anti-competitive ones. But it is not able to identify 
which effect is more likely, let alone come to firm conclusions about the competitive 
effects of the sharing deals. This would support our view that ICASA should have analysed 
these deals instead of ignoring them.

2 First Acacia Report, U 76.
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17. Acacia now also suggests that any competition concerns arising from these deals could 
be addressed via post-auction remedies. However, the First Acacia Report indicates that 
these sharing deals might mean that Vodacom and MTN have effectively much more 
spectrum access than their licensed holdings would suggest. This has obvious implications 
for how much more additional spectrum they should be allowed to bid for in the 
upcoming auction. There would also be obvious competitive consequences for the 
development of the mobile market if Vodacom and MTN were simultaneously allowed to 
hold the same amount of licensed spectrum as other operators (e.g., up to the cap of 184 
MHz) while also enjoying effective control of other parties' spectrum via these sharing 
deals. Understanding the true nature of these deals and factoring into the auction design 
any increase in Vodacom and MTN's effective spectrum access from these deals would 
seem like a straightforward way of addressing the effect of the deals. Acacia, however, 
suggests that post-auction remedies can be used. But it does not identify any specific 
potential post-auction remedies and provides no analysis of the viability and comparative 
efficacy—relative to the straightforward remedy we identify—of addressing these sharing 
deals via such remedies.

18. The Second Acacia Report also does not provide any evidence that, as the radical changes 
in Cell C's operational plans came into view in the latter half of 2020, either Acacia or 
ICASA considered the implications for Cell C's status as a national wholesaler. There is no 
evidence provided that Acacia and then ICASA did anything other than uncritically import 
Ofcom's concept of "national wholesaler" into the very different South African context. 
The Second Acacia Report largely repeats Cell C's claims that it is an MNO and not an 
MVNO and asserts that it thus remains a national wholesaler. It ignores the very basic 
economic question of whether a firm (Cell C) that prominently describes itself as a 
wholesale buyer of network capacity could be sensibly considered a competitive supplier 
of wholesale network services. Economic theory certainly suggests reasons to doubt that 
a firm (Cell C) that is dependent on vertically integrated and presumptively dominant 
incumbent firms (Vodacom and MTN) for critical inputs—including but not limited to its 
entire RAN—can exert the same type of competitive constraint in the wholesale market 
as firms that have their own facilities. Cell C's status as a national wholesaler has obvious 
and profound implications for the viability of ICASA's preferred "four national wholesalers 
plus the WOAN" market structure, which in turn has implications for how ICASA has 
devised spectrum limits of 184 MHz per operator, and for the amount of spectrum set 
aside for the WOAN.

19. There are numerous other specific aspects of the Second Acacia Report—e.g., its defence 
of ICASA's proposed site access remedies—that we deal with in more detail in the body 
of this report. A critical high-level point, however, is that the Second Acacia Report 
ignores the benefit of certainty that bidders in the auction would receive if the critical
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unknowns and the policy response to those unknowns (e.g., around the sharing deals and 
Cell C's status) are resolved going into the auction.3

D. Sharing of Broadcast Spectrum

20. Werksmans has also asked us to consider ICASA's position that Telkom's temporary access 
to 700/800 MHz spectrum under the COVID-19 special dispensation means that Telkom 
will have access to that spectrum should it successfully bid for it in the auction and that it 
will have a shared use of the spectrum with the broadcasters until the completion of the 
migration process. The basis for ICASA's position is that Telkom has been temporarily 
assigned spectrum in these bands, it is using such spectrum, and is able to do so without 
significant interference from the broadcasters (SABC and e.tv) who also use these 
frequencies.

21. ICASA's position does not address the concern that we highlighted in our original report, 
which was around the competitive impact of the asymmetry in sub-lGHz spectrum 
holdings. ICASA should have sought alternative possibilities, e.g., potentially reviewing 
Cell C's status with a view to reassigning some of its spectrum, to urgently address the 
competition issues arising from these asymmetries. If it turns out that, in fact, MTN will 
come to use Cell C's spectrum, including its holdings in the 900 MHz band, then the case 
for reassigning this spectrum—on an exclusive usage rights basis—to smaller players 
would appear to be strong.

22. ICASA argues that sharing spectrum with broadcasters has not led to a problem of 
interference for Telkom.  In contrast, we understand from Telkom that (i) it has 
experienced interference problems with the 700/800 MHz spectrum temporarily assigned 
to it under the temporary COVID-19 emergency assignment, and has reported these to 
ICASA; and (ii) more importantly, the larger problem is usability of shared spectrum 
wherein broadcasters are primary users and Telkom and mobile operators are secondary 
users. Telkom informs us that their licence conditions require them to manage 
interference with broadcasters, such that it can only rollout mobile broadband services 
where interference is not expected to become a significant problem. Telkom has only 
been able to deploy it temporary assignment of 700 MHZ and 800 MHz spectrum at 277 
sites and reports a fallout of 35-40% of sites that could not be used as initially planned 
due to interference issues.  ICASA's claim that Telkom has been using the temporary 
spectrum assigned to it and doing so without any interference issues entirely ignores the

4

5

3 Even if Acacia now believes that speed is of the essence for the auction, it should have attempted to demonstrate 
that the benefits of speed outweigh the benefits of additional certainty with respect to policy remedies to be 
applied to these critical unknowns.

4 Telkom was assigned some spectrum in the 700/800 MHz range as part of the COVID-19 emergency temporary 
assignments ICASA made in April 2020.

5 Telkom, "TELKOM'S WRITTEN SUBMISSION ON THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON THE MARKET AND 
ANY SPECIFIC FACTORS EMANATING THEREFROM, HU 2.15 and 2.19.



fact that Telkom's ability to rollout sites using this spectrum is severely limited because 
of the need to manage interference issues. As we discuss below, the kind of spectrum 
sharing that now occurs between mobile operators such as Telkom and broadcasters such 
as the SABC or e.tv is anyway based on a long-outdated model of spectrum management.

23. The distinction between spectrum sharing and assigning spectrum on an exclusive usage 
rights basis is a critical one from the perspective of economic theory. Shared spectrum 
can at best be a complement to exclusively held spectrum, not a full-fledged substitute 
for it, especially here where the broadcasters have a primary right of use, and mobile 
operators have a secondary use, in the event of interference of signals. As we explain in 
Section VII, shared spectrum will not support a full-fledged investment case, and by 
suggesting that shared spectrum is any sort of suitable substitute for spectrum that has 
been cleared for mobile usage, ICASA threatens to undermine the confidence that 
investors have in the migration process. If the national communications regulator 
appears to think that shared spectrum is anything of a substitute to the much-promised 
and much-delayed digital migration, it risks contributing to a wider impression that South 
Africa is relaxed about the slow progress of the digital migration process, which has 
already been much delayed. This will both depress overall investment and ensure that 
firms that already have exclusive usage rights to sub-lGHz spectrum (Vodacom and MTN) 
will continue to enjoy durable advantages in terms of the confidence with which they can 
deploy services and invest in large-scale network improvements. This will entrench their 
dominance in the market and exacerbate the competition problems we outlined in our 
initial report.6

24, Second, ICASA appears to believe that an administrative approach to managing problems 
of interference is effective and efficient. Even if ICASA's claims about a lack of 
interference between mobile and broadcast spectrum is true today, lack of interference 
today (which ICASA claims is the case) does not guarantee that there will not be 
interference tomorrow, and there is no evidence that ICASA has given serious 
consideration to whether such a purely administrative approach to the issue is efficient 
or optimal.

6 In reality, the situation facing South African mobile operators and broadcasters is complicated by the fact that the 
mobile operators are being asked to bid on spectrum that they hope will one day be made available to them on an 
exclusive usage rights basis (as auctioned spectrum usually is) but will likely have to share the spectrum for an 
unspecified and ever-changing period of time. Only when the spectrum is available on an exclusive basis will it 
truly support large-scale investment of the type normally associated with national mobile data networks. 
Uncertainty over whether and when the spectrum will become available as normal licensed spectrum will deter 
both bidding in the auction and network investment, resulting in delays to deployment and potentially delays to 
the ability of smaller operators to compete effectively with incumbents that already have access to some sub-lGHz 
spectrum.
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25. ICASA's approach is contrary to now-standard economic perspectives on management of 
spectrum, which were developed more than six decades ago,  and which rely on providing 
appropriate economic incentives to manage problems such as interference. At least from 
the economist's perspective, a market-based approach conferring usage rights on mobile 
wireless operators while compensating broadcasters (if required) represents the 
economically optimal approach to spectrum management and digital migration. This is 
not the approach South Africa is pursuing, however.

7

26. ICASA's suggestion that shared spectrum addresses the competition concerns we raised 
in our opening reports is flawed. From a factual perspective, interference with broadcast 
signals is happening, and it is being managed at the price of restricting rollout of mobile 
broadband using the 700/800 MHz bands, with only a minority of sites being usable. From 
an economic perspective, shared spectrum is at best a complement to licensing spectrum 
via auction or creating other market mechanisms for reallocating spectrum. From the 
perspective of policy consistency, ICASA's emphasis on the viability of spectrum sharing 
raises questions about the commitment of South Africa's policymakers to achieving digital 
migration. ICASA's desire to bring forward the spectrum auction contrasts markedly with 
the seeming lack of urgency to solving an issue—the availability of 700/800 MHz 
spectrum—that threatens to impede the auction from achieving an optimally pro- 
competitive outcome.8

E. Outline of Analysis

27. The remainder of this report is structured as follows:

7 This refers to the work of Ronald Coase in 1959, which pointed out that efficient management of interference 
could be achieved by letting broadcasters that placed a higher valuation on avoiding interference to essentially pay 
broadcasters with lower valuations to vacate frequencies that caused interference. In essence, Coase pointed out 
that even in the presence of "externalities" such as adjacent spectrum users having no economic incentive to limit 
the interference they imposed on their neighbours, the price system could be used to efficiently allocate resources 
and maximise economic value. He contrasted this with the long-standing approach to managing interference 
between broadcasters in the United States, which resulted in the very tight control of spectrum use by the 
government. This insight about the conditions under which the price system could be relied upon to correct 
externalities was generalised into the famous Coase Theorem, for which Coase won a Nobel Prize in economics. 
See Hazlett, Thomas, David P. Porter and Vernon L. Smith (2011), "Radio Spectrum and the Disruptive Clarity of 
Ronald Coase", Journal of Law and Economics, Volume 54, Number 4 at pp.125-165. Right now, Telkom is forced 
to sharply limit its spectrum use to manage the problem of interference with broadcast signals, an approach that 
Coase suggested was unlikely to be economically optimal.

8 As Cramton et. al. (2011) emphasise a fundamental purpose of spectrum auctions should be to promote greater 
competition and thus consumer welfare in the downstream markets for services that utilise the spectrum. 
Cramton, Peter, Gregory Rosston, Evan Kwerel, and Andrzej Skrzypacz (2011), "Using Spectrum Auction to Enhance 
Competition in Wireless Services", Journal of Law and Economics, Volume 54, Number 4, pp. 167-188. See also our 
first report, 1) 10, and H 11, which refers to the views expressed on this issue by the Competition Commission in 
the context of the Data Services Market Inquiry.
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In Section III, we provide an overview of the First Acacia Report (especially its 
relationship to ICASA's Reasons Document).

In Section IV, we discuss the Second Acacia Report.

In Section V, we discuss Acacia and ICASA's analysis of the role of the sharing deals 
in more specific detail.

In Section VI, we consider the status of Cell C and respond to Acacia's contention 
that it is still appropriate to treat Cell C as a national wholesaler.

In Section VII, we respond to Acacia's critique of the competitive effects analysis 
in our initial report and to the central theme of "pre-emption" that we discussed 
in our original report.

In Section VIII, we consider ICASA's contention that IMT700 and IMT800 spectrum 
is available to Telkom and will be available to successful bidders on a shared basis 
with broadcasters.
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III. The First Acacia Report

28. In this section, we set out our assessment of the First Acacia Report. In particular, we 
consider the extent to which Acacia's analysis and recommendations informed and 
ultimately, were reflected in ICASA's Reasons Document.

29. We note that the First Acacia Report submitted to ICASA on May 4th, 2020 included a 
Competition Assessment. Acacia explain the inclusion of this assessment in their first 
report as follows:

"One of the top 5 risks we identified [to the ITA] as part of our work is the 
lack of a comprehensive analysis of the state of competition in the mobile 
sector South Africa.

"Indeed, several responses to the 1st Nov. 2019 Information Memorandum 
(IM) consultation criticised ICASA for not having carried out such a 
competition analysis to thoroughly inform the IM in the first place... We 
have therefore mitigated this key risk with the competition analysis in 
Appendix A. Given that the mobile broadband inquiry ('MBI') is ongoing, 
this competition assessment is subject to change, and the Authority should 
ensure that its competition assessment in the MBI too is concluded prior to 
issuing the final ITA."9 [emphasis added]

30. Acacia's competition assessment has been largely reproduced and presented as ICASA's 
own Competition Assessment in its Reasons Document, in many instances without any 
modification (or attribution). However, when ICASA published its Reasons Document, it 
discarded certain key passages and recommendations from Acacia's competition 
assessment, particularly in relation to analysis of the sharing deals. Given the importance 
and complexity of the issues at hand, the differences that do exist between the First 
Acacia Report and the Reasons Document are noteworthy.

31. ICASA's Reasons Document logically should serve as a record of ICASA's decision making 
process and the rationale behind it, in quite the same way as courts, tribunals and 
government agencies often provide similar documents to explain why they reached the 
conclusions that they reached in a particular instance. The Reasons Document should set 
out all the reasoning behind its decisions with regard to the ITA and the auction rules. To 
the extent that issues such as the sharing deals or the status of Cell C were not considered 
in the Reasons Document, even though they had been raised by industry stakeholders 
and independent commentators, we can only assume that ICASA either (a) actually did 
not give these issues significant scrutiny; or (b) concluded that these issues did not 
warrant extensive scrutiny (but provided no reasons for this conclusion in the Reasons 
Document). To the extent that the First Acacia Report highlights some of these same

9 First Acacia Report, HU 75-76.
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issues, the lack of discussion of these issues in the Reasons Document suggests that ICASA 
ignored Acacia's views on some of these matters, and then despite similar issues being 
raised in the public domain, continued to ignore them without providing any rationale for 
doing so. We cannot know why ICASA took the actions that it did take, but the actions 
are not consistent with those of a diligent regulator that has extensively examined and 
analysed the issues that have been flagged for its attention, and then explained its 
perspective to the relevant stakeholders.

A. The Reasons Document relies heavily on the First Acacia Report

32. The competition assessment presented as part of ICASA's Reasons Document contains 
large excerpts and passages that are borrowed word-for-word (and without apparent 
attribution) from the competition assessment in the First Acacia Report.

33. While the main body of the First Acacia Report is written from Acacia's perspective and is 
presented as advice to ICASA, for example, "In this report, we propose rules for market
based assignment and licensing models"  [emphasis added], the competition assessment 
in the First Acacia Report is written from ICASA's perspective. For example, the Overview 
Section states, "In this section, the Authority considers competition pre- and post
auction." (Emphasis Added).  This suggests that in large parts, ICASA has not only 
endorsed Acacia's analysis without qualification, but the boundaries between Acacia and 
ICASA have been blurred (given that the language and the analysis are virtually 
identical).  Acacia effectively confirm this when they refer to "... the Draft ITA that Acacia 
provided to ICASA".

10

11

12
13

B. Key passages from the First Acacia Report were omitted from the Reasons 
Document

34. Given this general lack of separation between Acacia's perspective and ICASA's, the parts 
of the First Acacia Report that are not reflected in ICASA's Reasons Document are 
noteworthy. After 14 virtually identical pages of analysis, the first substantive difference 
between the Reasons Document and Acacia's competition assessment is the omission of 
the following paragraph from the Reasons Document:

"Nevertheless, Table 2 [summarising spectrum holdings] aside, the 
Authority acknowledges that various announced commercial transactions 
between wholesale national operators and sub-national operators have 
enabled the former to have access to substantial additional spectrum

10 First Acacia Report, H 7.

11 First Acacia Report, H 98.

12 We note that the competition assessment included in the First Acacia Report is also largely identical to the 
competition assessment included in the MBSI Discussion Document.

13 Second Acacia Report, U 79.



assets than Table 2 suggests. For example, transactions between 
Vodacom/Rain, MTN/Liquid, Vodacom/Liquid (and perhaps even MTN/Cell 
C) may have added to the dominance benefits in sites ownership already 
being enjoyed by Vodacom and MTN discussed above. The details of these 
transactions are largely commercially confidential and there is an 
argument for their scrutiny as they arguably more than double the access 
to spectrum enjoyed in much of the geography of South Africa by Vodacom 
and MTN than depicted in Table 2."14 [emphasis added]

35. The above paragraph sets out Acacia's conclusions, having considered the implications of 
pre-auction spectrum assignments for competition. ICASA omitted this paragraph from 
its Reasons Document and replaced it with the following text:

"These comparisons do not prove a causal link between spectrum 
assignments and prices. Nonetheless, the data highlights that South 
Africa's spectrum assignments are relatively low overall, and that more 
spectrum needs to be assigned urgently in order to enable cheap, high 
quality mobile broadband."15

36. ICASA's Reasons Document thus avoids reaching any conclusion (or even a mention) 
about the sharing deals and their salience, whereas Acacia suggested that ICASA ("the 
Authority") had previously acknowledged that these deals exist, and that someone (at 
least Acacia) believed that they warranted scrutiny.

37. The assessment of competition post-auction in the Reasons Document then largely 
continues as a carbon copy of Acacia's assessment. The next material difference between 
Acacia's wording and the Reasons Document concerns the treatment of the WOAN. The 
First Acacia Report states:

"However, the manner in which the WOAN is conceptualised is important.
We face the options of assuming that the WOAN is a new entrant and 
becomes the Sth credible national wholesaler (in addition to the four 
national wholesalers Vodacom, MTN, Cell-C and Telkom Mobile) or 
assuming that that one or more of the current four national wholesalers 
would be the WOAN, i.e. no new entry. The structure and treatment of the 
WOAN critically affects the spectrum caps, floors and the set-aside for the 
WOAN, all of which would need to be reconsidered depending on which 
existing national wholesalers, if any, become shareholders of the WOAN.

"The rest of this assessment assumes that the WOAN would be the 5th 
national wholesaler in South Africa.

14 First Acacia Report, 1)128.

15 ICASA Reasons Document, page 95.
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"Assuming that the WOAN is a Sth national wholesaler creates certain risks 
that should be considered. There are risks that a new entrant would not use 
spectrum efficiently (which is a principal ECA objective). We consider there 
are bigger risks to the efficient use of spectrum with bigger allocations, 
particularly of high-demand sub-lGHz spectrum.

"We also consider the regulatory and business risks around the WOAN to 
be quite significant. This is given the fact that there have [been] numerous 
failed WOAN initiatives such as in Kenya and Russia ,.."16

38. ICASA, however replaced these paragraphs with the following text:

"However, the manner in which the WOAN is conceptualised is important. 
The Authority has taken a view that WOAN is a new entrant and may 
become the fifth (Sth) credible national wholesaler (in addition to the four 
national wholesalers)."17

39. The Reasons Document does not consider the possibility that one or more of the existing 
national wholesalers becomes the WOAN and that no new entry occurs. Additionally, 
ICASA's Reasons Document does not acknowledge risks around the creation of a new 
WOAN, while Acacia's report does. Acacia stated:

"Another key risk to our work is that of the WOAN...

"... the Valuation/ITA (the project we are briefed to work on), the WOAN 
project (at the very least), the Information Memorandum (IM) and 
subsequent Auction Proper projects should be looked at holistically. We 
could not be firmer in this recommendation for ICASA to succeed in 
achieving the most significant release of spectrum in South Africa since its 
founding.

"Of foremost concern to emerge from our analyses is the following: should 
we treat the WOAN as a potential Sth Credible National Wholesaler New 
Entrant into the South African mobile scene (in addition to the four key 
wholesale players) - or - do we assume ONE (or even more) of the current 
four wholesale players would be the WOAN, i.e. no new entry retaining a 
4-player wholesale market? This is the foremost competition question the 
Valuation/ITA project has to contend with.

"it is extremely risky for ICASA to suggest a set-aside for the WOAN and 
spectrum floors and caps without an understanding of which operator or 
operators the WOAN is likely to comprise, and therefore what the market

16 First Acacia Report, 1] 136-9.

17 ICASA Reasons Document, page 100.
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will be post-auction. If the WOAN already has spectrum through one of its 
shareholders, then it may not need additional spectrum, or it may need a 
small amount of additional spectrum, or it may need a lot more spectrum 
to be viable.

"For the same reasons, it is difficult to include spectrum floors in the 
auction rules for pre-qualified bidders, such as for Cell C and Telkom, if they 
will be in the WOAN. It is therefore critical for the WOAN process and the 
auction process to be considered together."18

40. In relation to spectrum holdings, the First Acacia Report states:

"... it is also more than noteworthy to observe that Cell C neither possesses 
any 2300MHz/2600MHz/3500MHz spectrum nor has any reported 
national roaming transactions involving any of these spectrums.

"In addition, both Vodacom and MTN have announced national roaming 
arrgngements with sub nationgl plgyers like Liquid and Rain to have access 
to more capacity spectrum like these later, and even including 2100MHz. "19 
[emphasis added]

41. By the time ICASA published its Reasons Document it was clear that Cell C had decided to 
shut down its RAN and had signed a national roaming agreement with MTN that appears 
to include "reverse roaming" whereby MTN is able to use Cell C's spectrum. MTN received 
spectrum in the 2600 MHz and 3500 MHz bands as part of the temporary Covid-19 
assignments issued by ICASA in April 2020 which Cell C presumably has access to via its 
roaming deal. However, ICASA chose not to acknowledge or even reflect on these 
developments and simply stated in the Reasons Document that:

"it is noteworthy to observe that Cell C neither possesses any 
2300MHz/2600MHz/3500MHz spectrum."20

42. Acacia's reference to the national roaming agreements Vodacom and MTN have 
negotiated with Rain, Liquid and Cell C is simply omitted from this section of the Reasons 
Document.

43. In its discussion of auction outcomes that might raise competition concerns, Acacia 
conclude that:

"Vodacom's existing spectrum holdings, site dominance and dominance in 
retail markets are likely to be sufficient for it to be a credible national

18 Acacia First Report, UD 77-80.

19 First Acacia Report, H 176.

20 ICASA Reasons Document, page 111.
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wholesaler into future even if it wins no additional spectrum (particularly 
sub-lGHz low frequency spectrum) in the auction/award. For 
completeness, this is also true for further capacity spectrum as Vodacom 
appears to already have national roaming arrangements in place which 
addresses this with sub-national operators.

"MTN's existing spectrum holdings, strong sites position and dominance in 
retail markets are likely to be sufficient for it to be a credible national 
wholesaler in the future even if it wins no additional spectrum (particularly 
sub-lGHz low frequency spectrum) in the auction/award. For completeness 
too, this is also true for further capacity spectrum as MTN appears to 
already have national roaming arrangements in place which addresses this 
too.

"We also recommend the scrutinization by the Authority of the details of 
the current extant spectrum roaming arrangements, and their likely impact 
on competition in South Africa. This should be done prior to the finalisation 
of the rules of the auction."21 [emphasis added]

44. ICASA's Reasons Document largely reproduces Acacia's drafting but omits any reference 
to the sharing deals. The advice that ICASA should scrutinise the sharing deals "prior to 
the finalisation of the rules of the auction" was apparently ignored. The Reasons 
Document does not explain why ICASA decided that such an apparently significant issue, 
highlighted in the First Acacia Report, could be ignored. While the Second Acacia Report 
now attempts to provide some reasoning or rationale for ICASA's decisions in this regard, 
there is no evidence provided that this was actually ICASA's reasoning or rationale; and, 
in any case, the rationales provided do not appear robust to us. They are certainly not 
robust or obvious enough to justify ICASA's decision to simply not discuss them.

45. In discussing the prospects of the Tier-2 national wholesalers Acacia state:

"Another of the Tier 2 national wholesalers [referring to Cell C] is unlikely 
to be credible without additionalsub-lGHz spectrum, additional mid-band 
spectrum and access to more sites.

"It is unlikely that the dominant tier-1 operators (Vodacom and MTN) 
would not be able to secure essential mid-band spectrum at the auction. 
The tier-1 operators also appear to have roaming agreements in place 
already which give them access to mid-band spectrum. Our other key 
concern is that this national wholesaler does not acquire any or enough 
capacity spectrum at the auction to become a credible competitor. Its

21 First Acacia Report, 1)182.1,182.2 and 182.5.
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financial woes have been pointed out in the Competition Commission's 
Data Services Market Inquiry (DSMI)."22[emphasis added]

46. The Reasons Document omits these references to the sharing deals and Cell C's financial 
difficulties.

"Another of the Tier 2 national wholesalers is unlikely to be credible without 
additional sub-lGHz spectrum, additional mid-band spectrum and access 
to more sites.

"It is unlikely that the dominant Tier-1 operators would not be able to 
secure essential mid-band spectrum at the auction. There is also the 
question of how much more sub-lGHz spectrum a Tier-1 operator needs to 
be able to continue to be competitive in South Africa into the future."23

C. Conclusions:

47. A comparison of the competition assessments included in ICASA's Reasons Document and 
the First Acacia Report supports the following conclusions:

• ICASA's "competition assessment" contained in its Reasons Document contains 
no original analysis. All the analysis in ICASA's Reasons Document had previously 
appeared in the competition assessment prepared by Acacia. ICASA thus relies 
entirely on inputs from its economic advisers and does not bring in original 
analysis of its own.

• There are junctures at which ICASA omits text and recommendations that were 
in the First Acacia Report and replaces them with assertions or conclusions (rather 
than analysis) that are different to those reached by Acacia who did analyse or 
make recommendations on the need for analysis of the same issue.

• The points at which ICASA departs from Acacia's conclusions and 
recommendations appear to be (a) the sharing deals; (b) the financial condition 
of Cell C; and (c) the need to analyse the viability of the "four plus WOAN" market 
structure that ICASA has committed to.

• All these appear to be complex issues on which there is, at a minimum, a need for 
thorough analysis. For example, the Competition Commission clearly believes 
that there is a need to investigate whether Vodacom has acquired control or joint 
control over Rain's spectrum and sharing deals involving Liquid and Cell C may 
warrant similar scrutiny. Industry commentators have flagged Cell C's radically 
different operational model and suggested that Cell C is effectively now an

22 First Acacia Report, fl 182.8 -182.9.

23 ICASA Reasons Document, page 114.
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MVNO. The issues around the WOAN and the viability of the proposed "four plus 
WOAN" market structure are directly linked to Cell C's status as a national 
wholesalerand directly impact the design of the overall spectrum cap of 184 MHz 
per operator (as are the sharing deals). An analysis of the sharing deals could also 
shed important light on the role of Rain and Liquid and whether spectrum they 
acquire at auction could end up serving the capacity needs of Vodacom and MTN 
In all these cases, however, a complex and thorough analysis would potentially 
have delayed the ITA and also the auction itself.

• Acacia's competition assessment was completed on 4 May 2020. At that stage 
Cell C's plans to decommission its RAN were perhaps not well known or 
understood. However, by the time the Reasons Document was published on 4 
December 2020, it was clear that Cell C was in the process of shutting down its 
RAN and becoming (entirely) a buyer of capacity in the wholesale market. Acacia 
were explicit that their competition assessment was "subject to change". The 
changing status of Cell C is exactly the sort of market development that should 
have caused ICASAto revise its assessment of competition. However, there is no 
evidence that ICASA considered developments after 4 May 2020.

48. ICASA's actions thus appear consistent with those of a regulator that has prioritised the 
date of the auction over the robustness of the auction design. It has done so, in at least 
some instances, despite advice from Acacia to the contrary. The relationship between the 
First Acacia Report and the Reasons Document suggests that ICASA's preferred course of 
action has been to sidestep complexities highlighted by Acacia (and also by us and several 
others) in favour of its overarching goal of bringing forward the auction.
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IV. Overview of the Second Acacia Report

A. The Second Acacia Report in Relation to ICASA's Actions

49. In this Section, we provide some brief but important context around the Second Acacia 
Report which was submitted on 29 January 2021 and responds to our initial report and 
Telkom's Founding Affidavit. The Second Acacia Report appears to be a post hoc attempt 
on the part of Acacia to rationalise ICASA's decision to proceed with the auction without 
first considering (at least not in any public way) some of the concerns identified by Acacia 
in its first report, including the sharing deals and the position of the WOAN. Acacia had 
previously recommended that these issues be scrutinized prior to the finalisation of the 
auction rules. Additionally, Acacia attempt to justify ICASA's decision to ignore the 
changing status of Cell Casa national wholesalerand its implications for ICASA's preferred 
"four plus the WOAN" market structure, in its competition assessment and subsequent 
auction design.

50. However, the Second Acacia Report is, in our view, irrelevant to an understanding of the 
adequacy of the process that ICASA undertook in arriving at the ITA. Based on our past 
experience of judicial and regulatory processes in several countries (including South 
Africa), we would expect a "Reasons Document" to be a relatively thorough account of 
the reasoning engaged in by a decision-making body in the course of a consultative or 
investigative process. We would thus have expected ICASA's Reasons Document to set 
out all the reasoning behind its decisions (or at least the somewhat important ones) 
regarding the ITA and the auction rules. There is no evidence that the reasoning now set 
out the Second Acacia Report was ever shared by ICASA or constituted the basis for 
ICASA's decision-making. The Reasons Document does not provide any of the reasoning 
now outlined in Acacia's report, and there is no other evidence (e.g., emails, meeting 
notes, memoranda and the like) provided to indicate that ICASA engaged in such 
reasoning with or without Acacia's assistance. We cannot verify that they took place, and 
even if they did take place, there is no evidence that issues such as the sharing deals and 
Cell C's status were given serious and lengthy consideration by ICASA. If they had been 
given serious weight and consideration, then we would expect ICASA to have discussed 
these issues in the Reasons document and to have justified its stance towards them.

B. Acacia's post hoc rationalisations

51. The Second Acacia Report deals with several concerns raised in our initial report and 
Telkom' Founding Affidavit, namely:

• The sequencing of the ITA before the completion of the MBSI and publication of 
a Ministerial policy direction on the licensing of 5G spectrum.

• Whether the sharing deals should be considered as part of the auction design.

• How Cell C's decision to decommission its RAN should be taken into account.
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• Whether ICASA's commitment to a "four plus the WOAN" market structure is 
realistic.

• How digital migration and the availability of the IMT700 and IMT800 spectrum 
bands should have been addressed.

52. We deal in more detail with the substance of Acacia's responses in subsequent sections 
of this report. However, it is critical to reiterate that there is no evidence that the 
reasoning reflected in the Second Acacia Report's responses to our initial report was ever 
shared with ICASA prior to finalising the ITA or the Reasons Document, let alone that such 
reasoning formed the basis for ICASA's decisions. The Reasons Document does not 
include any of the reasoning now outlined in Acacia's report, and there is no other 
evidence provided that ICASA engaged in such reasoning with or without Acacia's 
assistance. Consequently, it is difficult to consider the Second Acacia Report as anything 
other than an exercise in post hoc rationalisation of ICASA's decisions (which sometimes 
cut against the thrust of Acacia's advice in the First Acacia Report).

53. We also note that in addition to providing post hoc rationalisations for ICASA's actions, 
the Second Acacia Report has a different emphasis to the First Acacia Report. Whereas 
the former document emphasised the need for a thorough analysis of competition issues 
prior to finalising the auction rules,  the latter document lays stress on the viability of 
post-auction remedies as a means of addressing as-yet-unresolved competition 
problems. As a logical matter, if competition problems could be relatively easily and 
relatively effectively addressed via post-auction remedies, then that would surely reduce 
the need to analyse competition issues prior to commencing the auction. The differing 
emphases of the First and Second Acacia reports therefore sit uneasily with each other.

24

24 For example, Acacia First Report, U 182.5 states: "We also recommend the scrutinization by the Authority of the 
details of the current extant spectrum roaming arrangements, and their likely impact on competition in South 
Africa. This should be done prior to the finalisation of the rules of the auction."
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V. Sharing deals

54. In our initial report we noted that ICASA had ignored the so-called "roaming" and 
infrastructure sharing agreements in the ITA and proposed auction design.  We 
explained that these sharing deals give Vodacom and MTN access to substantially more 
spectrum than their licensed holdings would suggest and enable them to meet at least 
part of their capacity requirements by accessing smaller operators' spectrum.  ICASA, 
however, has not taken account of these deals in designing the spectrum caps (which, of 
course, has implications for the incremental amount of spectrum that firms could acquire 
in the course of reaching those caps).

25

26

A. The sharing deals warrant scrutiny

55. As noted above, the First Acacia Report indicates that Acacia believed at the time that the 
sharing deals warranted scrutiny. Acacia stated:

"... the Authority acknowledges that various announced commercial 
transactions between wholesale national operators and sub-national 
operators have enabled the former to have access to substantial additional 
spectrum assets than Table 2 [setting out current spectrum assignments] 
suggests. ...there is an argument for their scrutiny as they arguably more 
than double the access to spectrum enjoyed in much of the geography of 
South Africa by Vodacom and MTN than depicted in Table 2."27

56. In its Reasons Document, ICASA omits reference to the sharing deals and the need to 
scrutinise them from a competition perspective while otherwise repeating Acacia's 
assessment wholesale.

57. In the Second Acacia Report, Acacia acknowledge again that the sharing deals “augment 
capacity for larger operators",  but then attempts to rationalise ICASA's decision to 
ignore the sharing deals by arguing that sharing deals have both positive and negative 
effects. Acacia suggest that the sharing deals have helped promote the “efficient

28

25 Our initial report, U 14.

26 Our initial report, UH 74-75.

27 First Acacia Report, H 128.

28 Second Acacia Report, 1) 79. At H 45.1, the Second Acacia Report also says, the sharing deals give, "... incumbent 
(sic) access to a competitive advantage in terms of capacity. This is especially so for MTN in the lower frequencies 
as it has access to the remainder of Cell Os capacity for roaming and for Vodacom in the 3.5GHz and up range 
which is suitable for 5G."
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utilisation of spectrum"29 and has had "a real impact on competition”.30 Acacia conclude 
that:

"As such, while the agreements do have an effect on competition in mobile 
markets, this is needs to be viewed holistically and weighed up."31

58. This does not answer to the question of whether these sharing agreements should be 
taken into account for the purpose of setting spectrum caps. In theory, it is possible that 
the sharing deals have pro-competitive effects or anti-competitive effects (or a bit of 
both, thus necessitating some analysis of the net effect). ICASA, however, has not 
considered the trade-off between pro- and anti-competitive effects and nothing in the 
Second Acacia Report diminishes the view expressed in the First Acacia Report previous 
view that sharing deals warrant "scrutiny" from a competition perspective. The most 
plausible conclusion is that ICASA have simply ignored the sharing deals because they 
complicate ICASA's objective of hastening the auction, regardless of the implications this 
might have for competition. In fact, our initial report itself makes the point that the 
Second Acacia Report makes regarding the need to review the sharing deals in a holistic 
way.32

59. Acacia then provide four arguments against factoring the sharing deals into the auction 
design. These arguments are:

• Non-exclusivity: Spectrum utilised via roaming agreements is not the same as 
directly assigned spectrum because roaming agreements may be non-exclusive.

• Low spectrum shares: Vodacom and MTN's current shares of spectrum would still 
be relatively low even if all of Rain and Liquid's spectrum made available via the 
sharing deals is counted in their spectrum holdings.

• Efficiency in utilisation: The spectrum deals promote efficient use of spectrum.

• Promotion or maintenance of Rain and Cell C in the market.

60. With respect to the first point. Acacia suggest that spectrum utilised via roaming 
agreements cannot be considered in the same light as directly assigned spectrum because 
the agreements are typically not exclusive and allow for the owner of the spectrum to use 
the spectrum for its own customers.  The question of exclusivity, however, is exactly the 
sort of issue ICASA should have considered. For example, Vodacom is Rain's only

33

29 Second Acacia Report, U 47.

30 Second Acacia Report, H 48.

31 Second Acacia Report, U 49.

32 See our initial report, H 12.

33 Second Acacia Report, H 80.1.
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wholesale customer, provides most of Rain's revenue34 and Rain throttles its own retail 
customers.35 Facts such as Rain's reliance on Vodacom as its only wholesale customer and 
its major source of revenue must be considered when examining the true nature of the 
relationship. So too must the true nature of any competitive entry by Rain (or in the 
future, by Liquid). Such arrangements may already be providing Vodacom and MTN with 
access to substantially more spectrum than is licensed to them. Vodacom, for example, 
has markedly improved its service quality36 and has indicated the role that Rain's 
spectrum would play in enabling that improvement37, while Rain's own service quality 
has deteriorated.38

61. Second, Acacia suggest that even if all the spectrum involved in the sharing deals is 
assigned to Vodacom and MTN for the purposes calculating spectrum shares, this would 
still only result in spectrum shares of 30-31% prior to auction.  The implication is 
presumably that Vodacom and MTN would still fall short of the capon individual spectrum 
holdings of any operator that the UK regulator, Ofcom, has deemed appropriate.  
However, this is irrelevant to the question of whether the sharing deals should be taken 
into account. The fact is that these deals give Vodacom and MTN access to more spectrum 
(and thus capacity) than their direct spectrum assignments indicate. An overall cap of 184 
MHz is meaningless if Vodacom and MTN are able to acquire 184 MHz in their own name 
and then access substantial additional spectrum via sharing deals.

39

40

62. Third, Acacia suggest that the sharing deals have promoted the efficient use of spectrum 
that would otherwise be underutilised.  Again, this would require both an analysis of 
the true nature of the arrangements and a proper analysis of the relevant counterfactuals. 
For example, if Vodacom, MTN, and Telkom all made some use (by acquiring capacity

41

34 See our initial report, 51 78, which indicates that Rain sees its 4G network serving as a "performance layer" for 
Vodacom.

35 MyBroadband, (2020), "We clearly state the limits of our unlimited data products - Rain CEO", 18 March 2020, 
https://mybroadband.co.za/news/broadband/343241-we-clearlv-state-the-limits-of-our-unlimited-data-products- 
rain-ceo.html. .

36 MyBroadband, (2021) "These are the best and worst mobile networks in South Africa", 11 January 2021, 
available online at https://businesstech.co.za/news/telecommunications/459862/these-are-the-best-and-worst- 
mobile-networks-in-south-africa-4/.

37 McLeod, D., (2020), "Vodacom leans heavily on Rain as data traffic soars 40%", 16 April 2020, available at 
https://techcentral.co.za/vodacom-leans-heavily-on-rain-as-data-traffic-soars-40/97415/ .

38 MyBroadband, (2020) "Rain faces backlash over slow speeds and poor support", 17 November 2020, available 
online at https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/376095-rain-faces-backlash-over-slow-speeds-and-poor-  
support.html.

39 Second Acacia Report, H 80.2.

40 Acacia and ICASA often appear to seek refuge in Ofcom's thinking about various subjects, e.g., "national 
wholesalers", and the appropriate percentage cap for any one operator, ignoring the possibility that Ofcom too 
can make significant errors in its analysis.

41 Second Acacia Report, 51 80.3.
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from Rain on the wholesale market) of Rain's 4G spectrum and LIE network, this may 
promote more efficient and more pro-competitive use of Rain's spectrum than having a 
de facto exclusivity for Vodacom on the wholesale market. This again points to the need 
for more analysis and scrutiny, not less.

63. Finally, Acacia suggest that the sharing deals have brought about competitive benefits 
(while acknowledging some concerns) by facilitating the entry and expansion of Rain and 
the continued presence of Cell C in the market.  There is no evidence that ICASA has 
considered the trade-off between these alleged benefits and any competition concerns 
brought about by the deals. There are also significant questions about the competitive 
viability of Rain and Cell C—e.g., recent evidence suggests that Rain suffers serious quality 
of service problems (and anyway only has a limited number of mobile customers ), while 
Cell C may have essentially sold its contract customer base to Vodacom (as discussed in 
Section VI below). Thus, any pro-competitive effects from promoting Rain's entry or 
maintaining Cell C's presence may be limited and may come at the expense of entrenching 
Vodacom and MTN's dominance.

42

43

64. We note that Acacia also suggests that the sharing deals can be address via post-auction 
remedies. We discuss this in Section VII below.

B. The Competition Commission's intervention

65. A very significant development since we submitted our first report is that the Competition 
Commission of South Africa ("the Commission") has intervened in a proceeding before 
the Competition Tribunal in respect of the Vodacom-Rain sharing agreement. The 
Commission's Affidavit outlines the Commission's review of the original 2016 Agreements 
between Rain and Vodacom, and it explains the basis for the Commission's initial decision 
that these agreements were not reviewable under the merger notification regime. The 
Commission's Affidavit further explains that the Commission has reviewed the recent set 
of agreements between Vodacom and Rain and that, on the basis of this review, has 
requested that the Tribunal remit the matter back to the Commission, for further 
investigation.  This intervention lends significant weight to our contention that the 
sharing deals are complex and raise questions over the control of smaller operators' 
spectrum by Vodacom and MTN.

44

42 Second Acacia Report, U80.4.

43 Labuschagne, H. (2021), "Vodacom vs MTN vs Telkom vs Cell C-The battle for mobile subscribers," 25 February 
2021. Available at: https://mvbroadband.co.za/news/cellular/387468-vodacom-vs-mtn-vs-telkom-vs-cell-c-the- 
battle-for-mobile-subscribers.html. Rain does not publish subscriber numbers. This article estimates that it was 
approaching 1 million by early 2021. This would represent about 1% of total cellular subscribers in South Africa. 
However, the majority of Rain's subscribers are Fixed Wireless Access (i.e., home broadband) users rather than 
mobile users.

44 Competition Commission's Explanatory Affidavit (non-confidential version), H 122.
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66. Whether it is the case that (a) ICASA just overlooked the significance of these deals; or (b) 
reached the unambiguous conclusion—for reasons that it did not bother to disclose in its 
Reasons document—that the deals raised no issues for the auction design (which they 
obviously do if they are really mergers, acquisitions or joint ventures in disguise), ICASA 
has acted in a fashion that suggests its overarching focus was on the timing of the auction 
and not on the robustness of the auction design. This focus would seem inappropriate 
for a regulator with a mandate to promote competition.

C. Sharing deals reduce network costs

67. A further aspect of the sharing deals, one that was not fully canvassed in our initial report, 
is that by facilitating access to additional spectrum, these deals also reduce Vodacom and 
MTN's network costs because they reduce the level of CAPEX and OPEX required to meet 
the demand for data services. This results in lower unit costs which smaller operators are 
unable to match. As Cell C pointed out in its presentation to the Data Services Market 
Inquiry in October 2018,45 the value of these cost savings can be estimated using ICASA's 
bottom-up mobile cost model.46 Cell C estimated at the time that access to Rain's 
spectrum was worth R11.5 billion in CAPEX and OPEX savings.47

68. We do not offer a view as to the reliability of these estimates. However, what is important 
is that ICASA had the tools at its disposal to consider the cost implications of the sharing 
deals for Vodacom and MTN and then to consider the competitive effects of such cost 
savings. As the DSMI noted, in the absence of more effective competition. South Africa's 
incumbent operators are unlikely to pass through a particularly large fraction of the cost 
savings to consumers in the form of lower prices.48 Further, any consumer benefits are 
achieved at the expense of entrenching an input cost advantage that cannot be replicated 
by smaller rival firms who cannot engineer the same type of sharing deals as they lack 
critical advantages such as sites and network reach. This then risks entrenching Vodacom 
and also MTN's incumbent positions in the market.

69. ICASA's failure to consider the cost implications of the sharing deals is particularly 
surprising given that ICASA (or rather Acacia, in the First Acacia Report) claims to have

45 Cell C presentation to the Data Services Market Inquiry, 18 October 2018, available online at 
http://www.compcom.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/2018.10.18-CC-Data-Prices-lnquiry-slides.final- 
updated.pdf

46 ICASA's bottom-up mobile cost model was originally developed as an input into the 2017 call termination rate 
process.

47 Cell C assumed in its analysis that Vodacom has access to 2 x 7 MHz of 1800 MHz and 10 MHz of 2600 MHz 
spectrum.

48 Competition Commission, DSMI Final Report, 02 December 2019, para. 482.1.
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conducted avoided cost modelling to assess the implications of various spectrum 
portfolios for the smaller operators.49 This claim was repeated in the Reasons Document:

"This Competition Assessment has also benefitted from detailed avoided 
cost spectrum modelling carried out (using our best set of assumptions and 
current spectrum holdings in South Africa)."50

D. Conclusions

70. The First Acacia Report shared our concern that the sharing deals warranted further 
scrutiny prior to the finalisation of the ITA. In their second report, Acacia (rather than 
ICASA) attempt to provide a post hoc justification for ICASA's decision not to take account 
of the sharing deals in the ITA and auction design. In our view, none of Acacia's arguments 
are convincing. Moreover, the Competition Commission's recent intervention in a 
proceeding before the Competition Tribunal in respect of the Vodacom-Rain sharing 
agreement lends weight to our contention that the competition implications of the 
sharing deals should have been properly scrutinised before the finalisation of the ITA.

49 First Acacia Report, 11182.6.

20 ICASA Reasons Document, page 113.
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VI. The status of Cell C

71. Our initial report noted that Cell C's financial position was precarious and that it was 
doubtful, given Cell C's recently announced plans to decommission its RAN and move to 
a "virtual network" provisioned by MTN, whether it was appropriate to treat Cell C as a 
national wholesaler.  The issue of whether Cell C is still a national wholesaler was not 
addressed in the ICASA Reasons Document. Nor was there any reflection on the very 
different nature of the U.K. market to the South African market, and no thought was given 
to whether importing Ofcom's definition of "national wholesaler" without modification 
was appropriate in a South African context.

51

52

72. Designating a firm as a "national wholesaler" has utility if such a designation is 
meaningfully linked to the extent to which that firm exerts competitive constraints on 
other firms, in both the upstream market (for capacity and network services) and the 
downstream or retail market. If Cell C must rely on the two incumbent firms, Vodacom 
and MTN, for critical inputs (such as its radio network), then almost certainly it cannot 
pose the type of competitive constraint that a fully integrated operator can. One would 
normally expect that the price of such inputs will be elevated  when these inputs are 
acquired from one of two incumbent suppliers. In fact, regulators around the world have 
often been concerned that vertically integrated incumbent firms may restrict the supply 
(and elevate the price) of crucial inputs supplied to potential rivals, which is why 
regulators have sometimes mandated access to sites or roaming, sometimes even at 
regulated prices.

53

54

51 See our initial report at 1151 91-98.

52 See our initial report at HU 99-100.

53 As a matter of basic economics, when firms self-supply such inputs, these inputs are transferred to its downstream 
division at the marginal cost of supply, just as they would be in a fully competitive market. When they are acquired 
from upstream firms with market power, the price will exceed marginal cost and thus the costs of supplying the 
downstream service will be elevated. It is well known in economics that incumbent firms can use their market power 
in the supply of an upstream input to exclude or limit rivals in the downstream market. This is sometimes referred 
to as a "raising rivals' cost" strategy. See Salop, Steven C. and David T. Scheffman, "Raising Rivals' Costs", American 
Economic Review, 73(2), 1983, pp. 267-71.

54 See for example, Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications, (2015), "Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 
2015-117" available online at https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2015/2015-177.htm . In this decision, the CRTC 
elected to regulate the price of certain wholesale roaming services provided by incumbent operators in Canada, 
and while declining to undertake such price regulation for tower sharing, pointed to its provisions for adjudicating 
issues of "undue preference" and "unjust discrimination" on a case-by-case basis. ICASA itself has considered the 
possibility of imposing remedies upon Tier 1 operators relating to the terms on which they grant access to 
competitors to their sites. In the auction ITA, ICASA decided to impose a licence condition on Tier 1 operators that 
would require them to establish "reference offers" for access to their sites. In the MBSI discussion document, 
ICASA discussed a broader range of possible interventions, such as, for example, overhauling existing facilities 
leasing regulations and imposing accounting separation on dominant MNOs). Thus integration into the upstream 
supply chain is surely a fundamental determinant of a firm's ability to compete at the upstream layer of the
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73. As a matter of basic economic logic, then, Cell C's transition into becoming a significant 
buyer of wholesale inputs must raise serious doubts about its viability as a supplier of 
wholesale services to others. Further, while Cell C may claim that it is able to move to a 
thriftier business model in which it avoids capital expenditure and incurs operational 
expenditure instead, basic economic logic suggests that a firm entirely reliant on 
accessing inputs supplied by vertically-integrated incumbent firms is much less in control 
of its competitive destiny than are more integrated firms. These basic logical points 
notwithstanding, there are also other reasons to question Cell C's status as a national 
wholesaler.

74. We noted in our first report that the view of many industry observers is that Cell C is now 
effectively an MVNO.   Cell C has recently described itself as a "significant wholesale 
buyer of network capacity and infrastructure services."  It seems unlikely that Ofcom's 
concept of "national wholesaler" was intended to apply to a firm that is a "significant 
wholesale buyer of network capacity and infrastructure services", and especially one that 
is outright reliant on buying wholesale inputs sourced from its main rivals. In fact, the 
2012 Ofcom consultation document ICASA relies on for much of its reasoning defines 
MVNOs as mobile service providers that "purchase wholesale access to national networks 
and retail their own services without owning RANs".

**55
56

57

75. Cell C has attempted to argue that it remains a fully-fledged MNO because it retains 
control over its core, network quality, network investment and can choose to increase or 
decrease its coverage footprint, etc.  The figure below, taken from Cell C's Hl 2020 
results presentation summarises the basis for Cell C's contention that it is still an MNO.

58

market, and may well be an important determinant of its ability to compete at the downstream or retail layer of
the market.

55 Our initial report at H 93 and in footnotes 106 and 107, noted comments from industry analysis and the press 
strongly suggesting during October 2020 that Cell C was becoming an MVNO.

56 BusinessTech, (2021), "Cell C begins customer migration - what you need to know", 13 January 2021, available at 
https://businesstech.co.za/news/mobile/460578/cell-c-begins-customer-migration-what-you-need-to-know/

57 Ofcom (2012), "Consultation on assessment of future mobile competition and proposals for the award of 
800MHz and 2.6GHz spectrum and related issues", Annex 6: Competition Assessment, 1] 2.2 iii. Available at: 
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/ data/assets/pdf file/0023/47930/annex 6.pdf.

58 MyBroadBand, (2020), "Cell C will shut down its network soon - Here is what will happen", 23 October 2020, 
available online at https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/372400-cell-c-will-shut-down-its-network-soon-here- 
is-what-will-happen.html
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76. However, many of the elements that Cell C suggests still qualify it as an MNO, rather than 
an MVNO, such as core network, billing systems and numbering range are characteristics 
that Ofcom suggests that an advanced MVNO might possess. Ofcom stated that the term 
MVNO encompassed a variety of business models ranging from “pure resellers” to full 
MVNOs that "operate their own customer relationship management systems, including 
all billing operations; and have their own number ranges, network code; core network 
infrastructure (e.g. switches) and SIM cards".59

77. We also note that Cell C is now reliant on both MTN and Vodacom. Whereas initially it 
was understood that Cell C would move all of its traffic and customers onto MTN's 
network, it now appears that Cell C has moved (or is still moving) its contract customers 
onto Vodacom's network, and is in the process of moving its prepaid customers onto the 
MTN network. In respect of the new relationship Cell C has with Vodacom, Cell C's recent 
communications have emphasized that contract subscribers should "expect the same 
superior customer experience as Vodacom subscribers".  Additionally, recent reports 
suggest that Vodacom has taken over upgrades, credit vetting, and collections in respect

60

59 Our initial report noted at H 95 that Cell C's ownership of spectrum licenses is not necessarily relevant, since that 
ownership may simply be an artefact of Cell C's former position as a fully-fledged MNO with its own RAN.

60 MyBroadBand, (2021), "Cell C network problems after Vodacom migration", 19 February 2021, available online 
at https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/386878-cell-c-network-problems-after-vodacom-migration.html
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of Cell C's contract customers.61 MyBroadband suggests that once the migration of Cell 
C's contract customers is complete, these customers will see Vodacom as their mobile 
provider.62 With Vodacom providing network services to Cell C's contract customers via a 
roaming arrangement covering the entire country as well as taking over various other 
functions including collections it is difficult to see how Cell C can still offer a differentiated 
product to its customers or indeed what services Cell C still provides to these customers. 
In respect of contract customers. Cell C appears to now be little more than a branded 
reseller of Vodacom's services.

78. Further, to the extent that Cell C claims that it can still serve wholesale roaming 
customers, it will do so by making use of the MTN network, as is already happening.  In 
essence. Cell C plans to rely entirely on other operators for network assets, passive or 
active. Obviously, Cell C's history as an MNO means that it has legacy assets—spectrum 
licences and MVNO customers—that other traditional MVNOs lack, but these 
distinguishing facets of Cell C cannot form the basis on which to conclude that Cell C is 
not in transition to an MVNO.

63

79. This also invites a question as to the extent to which Cell C any longer makes use of or has 
need for the spectrum licensed to it. This question is sharpened by the fact that MTN has 
stated that it may use some of Cell C's spectrum in future, as pointed out in our first 
report.  Our first report also noted several other questions for the auction design flowing 
from this issue.  It has implications for the issue of the sharing deals, the issue of the 
digital migration, the issue of ICASA's commitment to a 4+1 market structure and, 
relatedly, the competitive importance of the WOAN and the amount of spectrum set 
aside for it.

64
65

A. Acacia's assessment of the status of Cell C

80. The First Acacia Report does not consider the status of Cell C as a national wholesaler, 
although Acacia did identify the possibility of Cell C exiting the market as a risk factor for 
the ITA process.66

61 MyBroadBand, (2021), "Secret deal sees Vodacom take over Cell C contract customer services - Insider", 16 
February 2021, available online at https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/386786-secret-deal-sees-vodacom- 
take-over-cell-c-contract-customer-services-insider.html

62 MyBroadBand available online at https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/386786-secret-deal-sees-vodacom- 
take-over-cell-c-contract-customer-services-insider.html

63 MyBroadBand, (2021), "FNB Connect and Virgin Mobile users will be moved to MTN's network", 29 January 
2021, available online at https://mybroadband.co.za/news/cellular/384528-fnb-connect-and-virgin-mobile-users- 
will-be-moved-to-mtns-network.html

64 See our initial report, H 96 and footnotes 115 and 116.

65 Our initial report, DU 16 to 17.

66 First Acacia Report, Table 1.
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81. In their second report, Acacia suggest that despite decommissioning its network. Cell C 
"cannot be classed as an MVNO as it still has control of its spectrum and core network”.  
However, as discussed above, control over a core network is not sufficient to qualify Cell 
C as an MNO - MVNOs may also have their own core networks - and Cell C's spectrum 
licences are a legacy of its history as a fully-fledged MNO. Additionally, it is unclear to 
what extent Cell C actually controls its spectrum given that the roaming agreement with 
MTN appears to facilitate reverse roaming by MTN customers on Cell C's spectrum.

67

68

82. There is no recognition by Acacia (or ICASA) that Cell C's current status as an operator 
with spectrum, but no RAN, is unusual, if not unique. As a result, relying on definitions of 
MNOs and MVNOs that were never intended to describe Cell C's situation can never be 
definitive in determining whether Cell C still qualifies as a national wholesaler. Similarly, 
relying on Cell C's claims to still be an MNO is not helpful. Instead, what is required is a 
detailed and independent assessment of Cell C's ability to function as a national 
wholesaler. In particular, definitions devised by Ofcom in an entirely different context 
should be examined for their relevance and economic content—as discussed above. Cell 
C cannot be the same type of competitive constraint in the wholesale market as it was or 
as other MNOs are when it must buy all its own inputs on the wholesale market. From 
an economic perspective, what matters is not the manner in which Ofcom defined 
national wholesalers, but the competitive constraint that Cell C can now exert on other 
firms at the wholesale layer of the market.69

83. Acacia have responded to our first report by suggesting that it would not be appropriate 
for ICASA to have modelled the auction on a structure that excludes Cell C as a national 
wholesaler because:

• Cell C says it intends to apply for spectrum through the auction.

• Cell C claims that it is still an MNO and maintains its own spectrum and core 
network.70

84. Acacia's response, however, is inconsistent with the available set of market facts. First, 
although Cell C says it intends to apply for spectrum, the company's financial state makes 
this unlikely. Cell C recently defaulted on debt payments in respect of R3 billion worth of

67 Second Acacia Report, H 51.

68 See our initial report, U 96, where we quote MTN's then-Group CEO as having stated in the press, on 7 August 
2020, that the MTN-Cell C agreement may allow MTN to "reverse roam" on Cell C and would "secure more 
spectrum" for MTN.

69 The basic economic fact of extensive vertical integration in the MNO business indicates that there have 
historically been substantial advantages to such vertical integration. In fact, competition authorities and regulators 
have often expressed concern that access to upstream facilities can be used by vertically integrated incumbent 
firms to exclude or limit entry. See fn. 53 and fn.54, supra.

70 Second Acacia Report, UH 97 - 99.
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outstanding loans.71 During the first half of 2019, MTN ceased recognising revenue from 
Cell C related to their roaming arrangement because of what MTN described as "delayed 
payments" from Cell C and IFRS requirements in respect of those delayed payments.72

85. Second, and most importantly, Cell C is now clearly in the process of transitioning away 
from any sort of traditional MNO model. The fact that Cell C possesses spectrum holdings 
is an artefact of its legacy position as an MNO. Cell C does not require spectrum to provide 
the services it currently offers to its subscribers. As noted above, Vodacom has effectively 
taken over the servicing of Cell C's contract customers, and indications are that MTN will 
do so in respect of Cell C's prepaid customers and potentially also "reverse roam" on Cell 
C (i.e. use Cell C's spectrum). It is also particularly interesting to note that Cell C did not 
apply for temporary Covid-19-related spectrum when it had the opportunity to do so.

86. Acacia suggest that ICASA has taken the policy stance of modelling the market "as-is" to 
maintain competitive choice for consumers and that excluding Cell C would produce an 
"auction that is designed to concentrate the market further".  However, simply assuming 
that Cell C remains a national wholesaler does not guarantee competitive choice for 
consumers or maintain the existing market structure. It is also important to stress that 
we have not suggested that Cell C should be excluded as a competitor in the auction 
design. Rather, we suggested that the status of Cell C was a relevant factor that should 
have been given proper scrutiny as part of the auction design, particularly in relation to 
ICASA's commitment to a "4+1" market structure.

73

87. The question around Cell C's viability has important implications for the WOAN, especially 
in terms of the proposed spectrum set aside. If the changes at Cell C mean that it is no 
longer a "national wholesaler", then it would be even more important from a competition 
perspective that the WOAN establishes itself as a viable, credible alternative. If the WOAN 
ends up being the 4th national wholesaler, rather than the 5th, as envisaged in the ITA, a 
larger spectrum set aside for the WOAN may be appropriate. There is no discussion in the 
Reasons Document of what an adequate spectrum portfolio for the WOAN as the 4th 
national wholesaler would look like. The Reasons Document only notes that the 80 MHz 
set aside for the WOAN should be sufficient to make it credible because this is roughly 
the same amount as MTN and Vodacom have currently.

88. Acacia then respond to our suggestion that ICASA could have considered options to 
address the imbalances in sub-1 GHz spectrum such as making Cell C's spectrum available 
to Telkom and the WOAN, at least on a temporary basis until the "digital dividend" is

71 Business Day (2020), "Cell C defaults on R3bn loans again but S&P status is intact", 4 August 2020, available at 
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/companies/telecoms-and-technology/2020-08-04-cell-c-defaults-on-r3bn- 
loans-again-but-sp-status-is-intact/

72 MTN Group Limited Annual financial results for the year ended 31 December 2019, p. 3, available at 
https://www.mtn.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/MTN-Group-2019-annual-results.pdf

73 Second Acacia Report, H 100.
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realised by simply by saying it would be inappropriate to do so while Cell C still has a 
licence and is making use of the spectrum.74 However, this response misses the key point. 
If Cell C is no longer an MNO (and the evidence discussed above points strongly in this 
direction) then there is no need for Cell C to hold a spectrum licence and this spectrum 
should be reassigned. In practice, what has happened is that Cell C has made its spectrum 
available to MTN, a point that Acacia also make.75 76 MTN has acquired access to this 
spectrum without having gone through a licensing process.

B. Conclusions

89. There is no evidence in the Reasons Document that ICASA gave serious consideration to 
the status of Cell C as a national wholesaler,76,  and there is no evidence that either 
ICASA or Acacia gave serious thought prior to receiving our initial report as to whether 
Ofcom's ad hoc concept of "national wholesaler" was suitable to apply to the South 
African context in the first place.

77

78

90. ICASA and Acacia's current position appears to simply accept Cell C's claim that it remains 
an MNO at face value, without having scrutinised the substance of that claim. Basic 
economic logic suggests that a firm that is not integrated into the upstream part of a 
supply chain cannot compete in that upstream layer of the market in anything like the 
same way that integrated firms can. Cell C's decision to "buy" all its input requirements 
necessarily has implications for its ability to compete as a supplier of these inputs to 
others, i.e., it directly implicates its effectiveness as a national wholesaler.

91. The status of Cell C, of course, has substantial implications for ICASA's overall strategy of 
"four plus the WOAN" national wholesale operators. There is no evidence that ICASA or 
Acacia ever considered the Cell C's status or market position in the first place; and if Acacia 
raised the issue with ICASA, then again, ICASA did not give the issue enough salience for 
it to even feature in its Reasons document. Again, it seems that ICASA prioritised speed 
in getting the ITA out over a thorough consideration of competition issues.

74 Second Acacia Report, H 104.

75 See, for example, the Second Acacia Report at 1145.1, which speaks of MTN having access to Cell C's spectrum.

76 Acacia's May 2020 report did highlight the possibility that Cell C might exit the market, but did not address 
whether Cell C's plans (which came into greater focus over the middle of 2020) to stay in the market, but with a 
radically different business model, affected its status as a national wholesaler.

77 Acacia's May 2020 report may have finalised before key aspects of the proposed arrangement between MTN 
and Cell C, such as MTN's potential use of Cell C's spectrum, came into full focus.

78 See Paragraph 99-100 our first 2020 report, which explains how the concept of "national wholesaler" may have 
been appropriate to use in the context of the U.K. mobile sector and its arrangements but may be more 
problematic when ported across to a different context, such as South Africa.
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VII. "Competitive effects" analysis

92. In this Section we address some of Acacia's responses to the analysis of competitive 
effects and pre-emption or "sequencing" of the ITA and the auction (the two are inter
related in that the concern around pre-emption is precisely because failure to design the 
auction to account for competition issues that have been identified to ICASA risks creating 
long-lived competitive distortions).

A. Number of competitors in the market

93. Acacia state that:

"They [BRG] argue that ICASA should engage on the precise number of 
efficient competitors for the South African market. They argue that it is 
incorrect to cater for 5 MNOs and that many authorities have allowed for 
consolidation."79

94. Acacia's characterisation of our previous report is inaccurate. In our initial report, we 
simply pointed out that ICASA has committed to a five-player market structure without 
providing any rationale. We did not offer a view as to the number of efficient competitors 
the South African market could sustain. Further, we did not suggest that it is incorrect to 
cater for five MNOs, although we noted that regulators in other jurisdictions are not 
currently pursuing a policy of ensuring five MNOs. We also noted that several five-to-four 
and even four-to-three mergers have been permitted in recent years.80

95. We did not propose an auction design aimed at reducing the number of competitors in 
the market. Our point was simply that ICASA should have taken the South African market 
reality into account in formulating its auction design. Recent consolidation in mobile 
markets around the world suggests that regulators have come to accept that there is a 
limit on the number efficient competitors each national market can sustain. Further entry 
beyond this point results in inefficient duplication of fixed costs, and ultimately higher 
prices. If there is significant probability that Cell C will cease to be a national wholesaler 
(if it has not already done so) then this is an outcome that ICASA should have, at the very 
least, given serious thought to, particularly as it undermines ICASA's "4+1" commitment. 
In fact. Acacia highlighted the possibility that "Some weak players like Cell C exit” as a key 
risk to the ITA process in their first report.81

79 Second Acacia Report, *11114.

80 Our initial report, 51136-137.

81 First Acacia Report, Table 1.
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B. Sequencing of the ITA

96. In our initial report, we suggested that it was sub-optimal for ICASA to proceed with the 
ITA prior to the conclusion of the MBSI and the publication of a ministerial direction in 
relation to 5G.  Acacia acknowledge that it would have been useful to have completed 
the MBSI, but suggest in their second report that this is not necessary and that there are 
reasons why a reasonable regulator would pursue both processes in parallel.  In the First 
Acacia Report, however. Acacia was emphatic about the importance of first completing a 
competition review. Acacia's own competition assessment was offered up as a mitigation 
for the risks associated with ICASA's failure to complete the MBSI prior to issuing the 
ITA.  As ICASA ignored significant aspects of Acacia's competition assessment, ICASA 
cannot claim that it has mitigated the risk of bringing forward the ITA before completing 
a comprehensive competition assessment. The First Acacia Report had suggested that it 
would be "neglectful and unprofessional to proceed to any draft rules without such a 
comprehensive analysis."   (Emphasis added).

82

83

84

8586

97. The Second Acacia Report argues that ICASA could still address competition problems 
after the upcoming auction. It characterises the spectrum auction as one tool among 
many for addressing competition issues.85

98. ICASA's Answering Affidavit makes similar claims. It focuses on the idea that, legally, a 
formal market inquiry or market review process under Chapter 10 of the ECA is not a 
prerequisite for designing and conducting a spectrum licensing process such as an 
auction.  Chapter 10 processes focus on competition issues. The ICASA Answering 
Affidavit also explicitly states that the auction is not meant to address ineffective

87

82 Our initial report U69 and 51124.

83 Second Acacia Report, 51120.

84 First Acacia Report, 51 81.

85 First Acacia Report, 51 76.

86 Second Acacia Report, 51141 which states that, "The spectrum auction is only one lever that ICASA can use to 
promote competition and that there remain a range of competitive levers at their disposal in addition to the 
spectrum assignment process. As such, engaging in spectrum assignment does not impact on the ability of ICASA to 
engage in pro-competitive remedies as part of its other processes and is aligned insofar as it addresses concerns 
raised in those processes."

87 See, for example, ICASA Answering Affidavit, 51 2.50, 51 513.16—3.18, and 51 4.7.3. At 51 3.18 ICASA argues that its 
powers to address competition issues through so-called "Chapter 10 processes" exist independently of its powers 
to license spectrum, and that a completed "Chapter 10 process" was not a necessary pre-condition for the 
issuance of the ITA. At 51 4.7.3, the ICASA Answering Affidavit repeats this with specific reference to the MBSI, an 
ongoing Chapter 10 process assessing competition in mobile broadband services, which was not completed before 
the ITA was published.
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competition, but rather merely enable competition, and that ICASA will address 
ineffective competition at the end of the current Chapter 10 process (i.e., the MBSI).88

99. Some of these points were repeated in ICASA's Heads of Argument during the hearings 
held on 8 and 9 February 2021.89

100. Our initial report pointed out that ICASA has pre-empted the opportunity to devise an 
integrated and complementary suite of interventions built around the spectrum auction 
and based on the recognition that the spectrum auction would have the largest and 
longest-lasting impact on competition. ICASA has also pre-empted the opportunity to 
introduce such a package of remedies all at once, or with the optimal sequencing and 
timing.90 ICASA instead argues that additional remedies can be introduced later, if 
needed.

101. This pre-emptive approach has created risks that could have been avoided. First, the 
auction may itself create, perpetuate or exacerbate competition problems that may not 
be amenable to remedy after the auction has been completed.91 Second, even if suitable 
remedies to ongoing competition problems are identified after the auction is completed, 
their introduction would not be instantaneous, and irreversible damage to competition 
may still occur while they are being introduced.92 In addition, any attempt to alter, post
auction, any pro-competitive regulatory regimes introduced in the upcoming auction 
(such as, for example, the site access regulatory regime) would come with costs to 
investor certainty and confidence.93

102. The clearest examples of these risks arise in relation to the network sharing and 
"roaming" deals that Vodacom and MTN have struck with smaller licensees (namely Rain, 
Liquid Telecom, and Cell C); and in relation to ICASA's approach to market structure. Our 
initial report traversed these issues in sections V.A.l, and V.B.l to V.B.3, respectively.

1. Implications for the Sharing Deals

103. As explained in our initial report, the sharing deals between Vodacom and MTN, on the 
one hand, and the three smaller licensees, on the other, are likely to have granted 
Vodacom and MTN access to additional capacity, which is underpinned by the spectrum

88 ICASA Answering Affidavit, 8.11.2—8.11.3. At H 8.11.2 ICASA says that, "The purpose of the Auction ITA is not 
to address ineffective competition. The outcome of the process will, however, enable meaningful competition to 
take place." And at U 8.11.3, ICASA says, "At the end of the ongoing chapter 10 inquiry, ICASA will prescribe such 
regulations as may be required to address ineffective competition."

89 See, for example, UH 3.10.7—3.10.9, or H 3.77.3, in ICASA's Heads of Argument, dated 7 February 2021.

90 See, for example, our initial report at HH12-13.

91 Our initial report, H 149—150, as well as section V.

92 Our initial report, U 151.

93 Our initial report, 51152.



licenses owned by the three smaller operators.94 The Second Acacia Report does not 
dispute this.95

104. Both Acacia and ICASA acknowledged, before the ITA was published, that these deals 
could be affecting competition. Acacia stated this in the First Acacia Report;  ICASA 
informed Telkom on 10 June 2020 (before it became clear that the MBSI would not be 
completed before the ITA was published) that the competition aspects of these deals 
would be scrutinised as part of the MBSI.

96

97

105. The above notwithstanding, the Second Acacia Report suggests that there are arguments 
against considering these agreements in the design of the auction rules.  These were 
principally addressed in Section V. However, Acacia also suggest that competition 
implications of these sharing deals can be addressed by intervention after the auction.

98

99

106. There are a number of economic problems raised by an approach of ignoring the problem 
until after the auction, in the hope that some post-auction remedy could be devised to 
deal with it.

107. A regulator that signals to the industry that it intends to address important outstanding 
issues around spectrum ownership only after the auction might thus induce significant 
uncertainty and deter confidence in the auction process. This is particularly the case 
when the regulator has not identified or narrowed down a list of remedies that might be 
viable, efficacious and capable of being relatively swiftly implemented.

108. It would also be incorrect to simply assume that all remedies are equally viable and have 
similar or identical implementation costs. At a very minimum, ICASA should have 
delineated the potential remedies that would be available to address the sharing deals 
post-auction and addressed the implementational viability and costs of each of these 
remedies, as well as their pro-competitive efficacy.

109. For example, consider the Vodacom-Rain deal, which ICASA says that it will investigate as 
part of the MBSI, and which the Competition Commission now seeks to investigate as a 
potential merger. If the Commission as part of this investigation, or ICASA as part of a

94 Our initial report, section V.A.l

95 Second Acacia Report, 51 78.

96 First Acacia Report, 51182.5. Acacia recommended, "... the scrutinization by the Authority of the details of the 
current extant spectrum roaming arrangements and their likely impact on competition in South Africa ... prior to 
the finalisation of the rules of the auction." The First Acacia Report, at 51128, also stated that there, "... is an 
argument fortheir scrutiny as they arguably more than double the access to spectrum enjoyed in much of the 
geography of South Africa by Vodacom and MTN than depicted in Table 2."

97 Our initial report, footnote 90.

98 Second Acacia Report, U 80.

99 Second Acacia Report, 11 81,
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separate investigation (e.g., in the MBSI) conclude that the deal lessens or prevents 
competition, what type of remedies could be imposed post-auction, to address the 
lessening or prevention of competition? One such remedy might be an open access 
obligation upon Rain, requiring it to sell wholesale capacity (even perhaps at a regulated 
price) to other operators besides Vodacom. Would this address the relevant competition 
issues as effectively as remedies that are available pre-auction, i.e., remedies based upon 
a pre-auction analysis of the relevant issues and which might use bidding limits on 
spectrum or adjust spectrum caps to mitigate the competitive impact of this sharing deal?

110. Acacia and ICASA's proposed reliance on post-auction remedies is not based on any actual 
substantive analysis of the nature, viability, implementation cost and implementation 
timeframe and competitive impact of different policy options. Acacia's and ICASA's 
proposed approach essentially pre-empts the use of auction rules to address an issue that 
is directly linked to spectrum, and instead relies on the hope that unspecified alternative 
remedies can be used to address the issue.  It is not sound policy analysis to suggest 
that alternatives can be used without specifying and "costing" these alternatives.  Yet 
this is undoubtedly what ICASA has done in this case, supported by the Second Acacia 
Report. Again, this is consistent with ICASA having prioritised speed over other policy 
objectives such as a thorough consideration of competition issues.

100
101

2. Implications for Approach to Market Structure

111. A second issue exists that would seem to be difficult to address after the auction is 
completed. This issue combines ICASA's decision to promote, through the auction (via 
caps and other means), a five-player market;  ICASA's decision to ignore the fact that 
Cell C appears to have elected to no longer own or operate a physical RAN nor any longer 
compete on the basis of facilities; and ICASA's decisions in respect of the quantity of 
spectrum to set aside for the WOAN.

102

100 We had also pointed this out in our initial report at 5174 ("If the MBSI inquiry finds issues with these agreements 
[the sharing deals], any remedies it devises will be limited in their utility if it cannot use these findings to influence 
how much spectrum the leading operators can acquire in the auction.") Our point then was that ICASA's pre
emptive approach would result in taking direct auction-based remedies off the table and thus necessarily limit the 
options available to policy makers to tackle the competitive effects agreements. It is especially surprising that 
ICASA would take auction-based remedies off the table without a comparison of the alternatives (of course, such a 
comparison would require the very study of the sharing deals that ICASA has not yet done).

101 As with other areas of policy analysis, one would hope that competing proposals would be evaluated and 
subject to a cost-benefit type of analysis in which viability, implementation timeframe, effectiveness, and net 
benefit of each alternative would all be considered. The approach of relying on unspecified post-auction 
remedies, on the other hand, is more a "hit and hope" approach.

102 By this we refer to the concept of a "national wholesaler" presented in the ITA. ICASA identified these as 
Vodacom, MTN, Telkom, Cell C, and the WOAN. The concept refers to licensees that own, operate or have access 
to a radio access network. The concept therefore appears to exclude retail market-only competitors such as mobile 
virtual network operators.
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112. Our initial report explained that it is not clear whether Cell C any longer meets the 
definition adopted by ICASA of a "national wholesaler", and therefore whether ICASA's 
adopted target of five national wholesalers is realistic. It also explained that sufficient 
evidence prompting these questions was available publicly prior to the publication of the 
ITA. It then noted the main implications for the auction itself. First, does Cell C have any 
need for spectrum, and is it likely to acquire additional spectrum at auction? Second, can 
Cell C be considered in the same light as Vodacom, MTN and Telkom from a competition 
perspective? If Cell C is a significant buyer of wholesale network capacity and 
infrastructure from Vodacom and MTN, as it has characterised its new business model 
publicly,  then a reasonable observer might question whether it can also be a strong 
wholesale competitor to Vodacom and MTN or even Telkom. Third, given these questions, 
are the spectrum caps in the current auction design—which are based on a symmetric 
distribution of total spectrum across five national wholesalers—appropriate? Fourth, has 
ICASA provided enough support for the WOAN, through the quantity of spectrum set 
aside for it and other measures? If Cell C is no longer the competitor it once was, it is even 
more important that the WOAN succeeds and becomes a meaningful competitor at the 
wholesale level.

103

113. If there is a genuine risk that Cell C cannot meaningfully participate as any sort of national 
wholesaler, and this risk was factored into the design of the auction, ICASA could 
potentially allocate more spectrum for Tier 2 operators or set aside more spectrum for 
the WOAN in order to achieve a level of competition consistent with that achieved by its 
own proposed market structure of four national wholesale operators and the WOAN. It 
could also complement these spectrum-based remedies with stronger remedies in areas 
such as site access. After the auction, reassigning spectrum to redress competitive 
imbalances will surely become more difficult (and is likely to raise serious issues around 
regulatory consistency and commitment) and so ICASA's flexibility to address the problem 
will be correspondingly more limited. ICASA's decision to limit its own flexibility in 
addressing problems that have been prominently flagged to it (and certainly not just by 
Telkom) is contrary to what one expects of a regulator behaving optimally in regard of its 
mandate to promote competition.

3. Site access remedies proposed in the ITA

114. A further example relates to the "reference offer" site access remedy included in the ITA. 
The Reasons Document claims that this remedy should address competition concerns in 
the market for site access. Our initial report noted that the MBSI had not proposed this 
remedy in its Discussion Document and was considering other potential remedies. It also 
noted that the Reasons Document did not explain why the considerations in the MBSI

103 "Cell C is pioneering the evolution of the MNO space in South Africa by becoming a significant wholesale buyer 
of network capacity and infrastructure services. It is a win-win as the individual operators deliver segmental 
expertise to the benefit of everyone in the industry." See BusinessTech, 13 January 2021, "Cell C begins customer 
migration - what you need to know". Available at: https://businesstech.co.za/news/mobile/460578/cell-c-begins- 
customer-migration-what-vou-need-to-know/
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Discussion Document had been discarded in favour of the "reference offer" remedy in the 
ITA.104

115. The Second Acacia Report takes the view that the inclusion of the "reference offer" 
condition in the auction ITA, "... would in no way preclude the authority from legislating 
additional interventions that are economically beneficial, such as accounting separation, 
to remedy inadequate competition based on its review of the market as they are separate 
processes."  And it also says that the "reference offer" condition would yield similar 
outcomes to those that might flow from some of the proposals in the MBSI Discussion 
Document, only more quickly.

105

106

116. The Second Acacia Report does not engage with the risk identified in our first report, i.e., 
post-auction changes to the site access regulatory regime, or additions to it, may be 
difficult to introduce, or may generate undesirable consequences. Bidders affected by any 
such change may challenge it or them on the grounds that their bids were partly based 
on an expectation that site access regulation would remain as set out in the ITA.  A more 
general concern relates to regulatory uncertainty—-post-auction changes to regulatory 
interventions made by way of spectrum licence conditions may erode investor certainty 
or confidence, and affect future investment.

107

108

4. Overall Implications

117. The above examples demonstrate that the main risk of a poorly designed spectrum 
auction, from a competition perspective, is a misallocation of resources that is irreversible 
or at least long-lasting given the lifespan of a typical spectrum licence. Some auction 
design problems cannot easily be remedied ex-post (and not without the risk of significant 
adverse unintended consequences), and potentially workable ex-post remedies cannot 
be introduced instantaneously.

118. ICASA and Acacia partially recognise this risk when they emphasise that the ITA needs to 
promote efficient use of spectrum.  Yet they seem not to recognise that this goal could 
be undermined if, for example, spectrum that was intended for Cell C instead is acquired 
by Liquid Telecom and Rain, who then may effectively transfer it to Vodacom and MTN 
via the sharing deals.

109

104 Our initial report, 51 89—90

105 Second Acacia Report, 1] 90.

106 Second Acacia Report, H 92.

107 Our initial report, U 90

108 Our initial report, U 152.

109 For example, in the context of the sharing deals, the Second Acacia Report notes that, H 80.3: "... in assigning 
spectrum it is important to note that economic efficiency and the need to ensure that spectrum is efficiently 
utilised and does not lie unused is also important." See also the ICASA Answering Affidavit, U 2.6.6.
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119. This risk, and others, would have been lessened had ICASA taken a holistic approach to 
addressing competition concerns. A holistic approach would have first investigated all 
potential competition issues in a comprehensive manner and reached a final and 
complete set of conclusions on the competition issues to be remedied, ideally via the 
ongoing MBSI. ICASA could have then designed an integrated and complementary suite 
of remedies built around the spectrum auction, recognising that the spectrum auction 
would have the largest and longest-lasting impact on competition;110 and then sought to 
introduce this package of complementary remedies at the same time or in whatever 
sequence could be expected to be the most beneficial to competition.

120. Furthermore, we can identify no gains or benefits from not adopting an integrated, 
holistic approach, even if it meant delaying the auction. The pressure to license additional 
spectrum quickly stems from the fact that doing so is long overdue, which has contributed 
to capacity constraints, higher costs and prices, and weakened competition. Yet it is also 
the case that Vodacom and MTN, which are the only two licensees that could be capacity 
constrained, have secured access to additional capacity through agreements with smaller 
licensees (i.e., Rain, Liquid Telecoms, and Cell C); and that they also continue to have 
access to significant quantities of the spectrum licensed to the industry in response to 
COVID-19. Presently, these operators appear to be having little difficulty improving the 
quality of their services with the spectrum that they have access to. Indeed, MTN itself 
has intervened to challenge aspects of the auction process. Thus, ICASA's seeming desire 
to prioritise the spectrum auction, even in the face of so many questions about current 
industry arrangements, the standing of Cell C, and the lack of clarity about the digital 
migration process (discussed more below) does not seem to address the actual needs and 
perspectives of industry stakeholders.

110 On this point, U 8.11.2 of the ICASA Answering Affidavit does not seem to us to be correct. This paragraph says 
that, "The purpose of the Auction ITA is not to address ineffective competition. The outcome of the process will, 
however, enable meaningful competition to take place."
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VIII. Sharing Sub-1 GHz spectrum with broadcasters

121. In its Heads of Argument and then during the course of hearings on 8th and 9th of February 
ICASA suggested that the sub-1 GHz spectrum included in the auction would be available 
at the time of the auction (at that stage March 2021, but now 12 April 2021 at the 
earliest), on a shared basis with the terrestrial television broadcaster that currently utilise 
these spectrum bands.

122. ICASA's basis for this position is that is that Telkom has been temporarily assigned 
spectrum in these bands, it is using such spectrum, and is allegedly able to do so without 
significant interference from the broadcasters (SABC and e.tv) who also use these 
frequencies. Our understanding, however, is that ICASA's position is incorrect. Telkom 
has, in fact, reported interference and to the extent that interference has been limited, 
this is because Telkom is obliged, under its licence, to test for interference before it 
deploys its temporarily assigned IMT700 and IMT800 spectrum. Telkom is not permitted 
to transmit using these Shared bands at locations where interference has been detected.

A. Interventions by e.tv and SABC

123. On 12 January 2021, e.tv (Pty) Ltd ("e.tv") successfully filed an application to intervene as 
a second applicant in Telkom's application. E.tv is a privately owned, free-to-air television 
broadcaster. In its founding affidavit, e.tv made the following submissions:

• ICASA's auction process is unlawful, unreasonable and irrational in design and 
application and cannot therefore yield a rational or reasonable outcome.111

• ICASA did not engage e.tv on material issues relating to the auction process. 
Moreover, ICASA did not engage at all on its suggestion (first made in ICASA's 
answering affidavit) that e.tv would be required to share its sub-1 GHz spectrum 
and coordinate with the winner of the auction. As the incumbent licence holder 
of this spectrum, there was an obligation on the Authority to consult with e.tv 
regarding the decision to place this spectrum up for auction .112

124. e.tv's primary argument (which it refers to as its "killer point") is that ICASA has 
fundamentally changed its approach to the spectrum currently being utilised by television 
broadcasters.  Previously ICASA had indicated that this spectrum would only become 
available to successful auction bidders once the digital migration process had been 
completed. In order to reflect the digital migration issues and attract bidders to the 
IMT700 and IMT800 bands, ICASA set discounted reserve prices and increased the licence

113

111 e.tv's founding affidavit 51 7.

112 e.tv's founding affidavit H 8.

113 e.tv Heads of Argument, U 10.
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term from 15 to 20 years.114 In its Answering Affidavit, however, ICASA suggested that 
once the auction process is completed, the successful bidders for the IMT700 and IMT800 
spectrum bands will "become entitled to enjoy the full commercial benefits of the 
spectrum which would be awarded to them".115 (Emphasis added).

125. According to e.tv, the sale of 700 MHz and 800 MHz frequency bands will give rise to 
interference (or potential interference) with e-tv's broadcasts which ICASA has 
acknowledged.  According to e.tv's expert, it is impossible to share spectrum between 
broadcasters and MNOs in any meaningful manner.

116
117

126. e.tv's concerns echo concerns raised by the SABC in its written submissions. The SABC 
stated:

"The SABC proposes that the process of licensing the 700MHz and 800MHz 
frequency bands can begin and be finalized. However, bringing into use of 
the spectrum should only be done ofter the successful migration of the 
SABC os part of the BPM process.

If these bands ore licensed and brought into use before the successful 
completion of the BPM process, it will result in an uncontrollable 
interference that will have serious and prejudicial financial impact on the 
Corporation."118 [emphasis added]

B. ICASA conflates usability and interference

127. ICASA contends in its Heads of Arguments that Telkom is currently utilising it temporary 
spectrum assignments in the IMT700 and IMT 800 bands and has not produced any 
evidence to demonstrate that interference from broadcasters makes these temporary 
assignments unusable. According to ICASA, this means that this spectrum is available for 
use.  ICASA's position, however, is mistaken for two reasons.119

128. First, we are advised that Telkom has in fact reported interference to ICASA. A series of 
emails between representatives of Telkom, Sentech and ICASA, annexed to Telkom's

114 ICASA, "Reasons Documents", page 116.

115 ICASA's Answering Affidavit, 5] 5.16.4.

116 e.tv Heads of Argument, U 17.1 -17.2.

117 e.tv Heads of Argument, 5117.3.

118 Cited in ICASA Heads of Argument, 113.64.

119 ICASA, Heads of Argument, 111] 3.11-3.12.
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Replying Affidavit, clearly demonstrates that interference in the IMT 700/ 800 bands has 
been detected, reported and that steps were taken to resolve the issue.120

129. Second, and more importantly, to the extent that interference in the IMT700 and IMT800 
bands has been limited, this is because a condition of Telkom's licence is an obligation to 
test for interference with broadcasters on a site-by-site basis, before deploying spectrum 
in the IMT700 and IMT800 bands. Broadcasters remain the "primary" occupants of this 
spectrum and when interference is detected, MNOs, as the "secondary" users are 
required to cease transmitting. In practice, issues with interference have meant that 
Telkom has only been able to deploy these frequencies at a minority of sites—i.e., the 
alleged lack of interference has been "achieved" at the cost of limiting rollout.

130. Telkom did make submissions to ICASA in September 2020 on the impact of the COVID- 
19 pandemic on the market.  In that submission Telkom noted that access to sub-1 GHz 
spectrum had dramatically improved coverage, indoor penetration, customer experience 
and dependence on roaming services on the 277 sites where Telkom was able to deploy 
the spectrum.  Telkom also noted that the ongoing use of this spectrum by broadcasters 
as well as for point-to-point studio-to-transmitter ("STL") links made it impossible to fully 
utilise this sub-1 GHz spectrum. Telkom identified a fallout of 35-40% of sites that could 
not be used as initially planned due to interference issues.  Telkom estimated that its 
temporary sub-1 GHz assignments therefore offered a 60% usability rate. Sharing sub- 
1 GHz spectrum with broadcasters is not a substitute for exclusive licensing.

121

122

123
124

131. It is beyond the scope of our expertise to offer a technical view as to whether spectrum 
sharing in the IMT700 and IMT800 bands is feasible without causing interference. 
However, we make the following observations from an economic perspective.

132. In our view, ICASA's position does not address the concern that we raised in our initial 
report, which was around the competitive impact of the asymmetry in sub-lGHz 
spectrum holdings. Our view was that ICASA should have strenuously sought alternative 
possibilities, e.g., potentially reviewing Cell C's status with a view to reassigning some of 
its spectrum, to urgently address the competition issues arising from these asymmetries. 
If it turns out that, in fact, MTN will come to use Cell C's spectrum, including its holdings

120 Telkom's Replying Affidavit, pages 46 - 86.

121 Telkom, "TELKOM'S WRITTEN SUBMISSION ON THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON THE MARKET AND 
ANY SPECIFIC FACTORS EMANATING THEREFROM", letter dated 16 September 2020.

122 Telkom, "TELKOM'S WRITTEN SUBMISSION ON THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON THE MARKET AND 
ANY SPECIFIC FACTORS EMANATING THEREFROM, 1 2.13.

123 Telkom, "TELKOM'S WRITTEN SUBMISSION ON THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON THE MARKET AND 
ANY SPECIFIC FACTORS EMANATING THEREFROM, U 2.19.

124 Telkom, "TELKOM'S WRITTEN SUBMISSION ON THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON THE MARKET AND 
ANY SPECIFIC FACTORS EMANATING THEREFROM, *[| 2.19.
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in the 900 MHz band, then the case for reassigning this spectrum—on an exclusive usage 
rights basis—to smaller players would appear to be strong.

133. The distinction between spectrum sharing and assigning spectrum on an exclusive usage 
rights basis is a critical one from the perspective of economic theory. First, shared 
spectrum can at best be a complement to exclusively held spectrum, not a full-fledged 
substitute for it. As the GSMA notes:

"Exclusive licensing has been central to the success of mobile services and 
must continue...

"Spectrum sharing presents a complementary approach to exclusive 
licensing... sharing does not replace the need to clear bands and assign 
them for mobile use - and is not always a better option. For example, 
clearing some UHF TV spectrum and exclusively licensing it for 46 services 
has connected far more people to affordable broadband than the use of TV 
whitespaces."125

134. For wide-area networks (such as national mobile networks) that require extensive 
investment, secure long-term usage rights are required to underpin this investment, and 
exclusive usage rights are much closer to providing such property rights than is a shared 
spectrum solution. Simply put, Telkom and other operators will pay much less to access 
spectrum over which there is uncertainty as to whether and when they can obtain full 
exclusive usage rights. Shared spectrum will not support a full-fledged investment case, 
and by equating shared spectrum with licensed spectrum and exclusive usage rights, 
ICASA threatens to undermine the confidence that investors have in the migration 
process. Delaere (2007) states that:

"Many - although not all - authors agree, however, that an exclusive 
usage right will remain essential for services that require very high 
investments and therefore demand guaranteed capacity as well as 
protection from interference... market forces should be the guiding 
principle for the assignment of usage rights."126

135. If the regulator appears to think that shared spectrum is anything of a substitute to the 
much-promised and much-delayed digital migration, this brings into question the 
commitment of South African policy makers to achieving full-fledged digital migration. 
This will both depress overall investment and ensure that firms that already have 
exclusive usage rights to sub-lGHz spectrum (Vodacom and MTN) will continue to enjoy

125 GSMA, (2019), "Spectrum Sharing: GSMA Public Policy Position", available online at 
https://www.gsma.com/spectrum/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Spectrum-Sharing-PPP.pdf

126 Delaere, S. (2007), "European Policy Trends Towards Flexible Spectrum Management", Southern African Journal 
of information and Communications, Issue 8, pg. 13, available online at
https://journals.co.za/doi/pdf/10.10520/AJA20777213_18

https://www.gsma.com/spectrum/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Spectrum-Sharing-PPP.pdf
https://journals.co.za/doi/pdf/10.10520/AJA20777213_18


durable advantages in terms of the confidence with which they can deploy services and 
invest in large-scale network improvements. This will entrench their dominance in the 
market and exacerbate the competition problems we outlined in our opening report.

136. Second, ICASA appears to believe that an administrative approach to managing problems 
of interference is effective and efficient. ICASA repeatedly refers, in its Heads of 
Argument, to its obligations and to the obligations of the broadcasters and mobile 
operators to coordinate between themselves and manage problems of interference. Of 
course, lack of interference today (which ICASA claims is the case) does not guarantee 
that there will not be interference tomorrow, and there is no evidence that ICASA has 
given serious consideration to whether such a purely administrative approach to the issue 
is efficient or optimal.

137. ICASA's approach is contrary to now-standard economic perspectives on management of 
spectrum, which were developed more than six decades ago. Ronald Coase won a Nobel 
prize for his work in the late 1950s on the management of the problem of interference 
between radio signals. Coase recognised that a more durable solution to problems of 
managing interference lay in providing the correct economic incentives to spectrum 
users, via the reassignment of property rights. There is an inherent problem present in 
an environment where broadcasters and mobile operators do not internalise the costs of 
any interference that they impose on others, and thus they have no economic incentive 
to manage the interference they impose on others.

138. Rather than rely on the cooperation of the parties and the diligence and flexibility of the 
regulatory regime (including any system of penalties), which is more problematic in 
today's highly dynamic technological environment featuring ever-evolving use cases and 
ever-increasing data demand than in Coase's time, Coase suggested that a more robust 
solution lay in allowing the parties with the highest willingness to pay to avoid 
interference to buy out interfering signals from other users of the spectrum.  It is 
Coase's insight that underpins the case for spectrum auctions today. Coase's insight also 
has underpinned innovative efforts to achieve and accelerate broadcasters' migration 
away from spectrum that could be used to support wireless data services—the "incentive 
auctions" held by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United States are 
a particular illustration of this economic approach to spectrum management. At least 
from the economist's perspective, an auction conferring usage rights on mobile wireless 
operators while compensating broadcasters represents the economically optimal 
approach to spectrum management and digital migration. This is not the approach South 
Africa is pursuing, however.

127

139. In summary, we believe that ICASA's approach does not solve the competition concerns 
we raised in our opening reports. ICASA's assertions with respect to the viability of shared

127 Prior to Coase's insight, interference between different users of the spectrum had been managed by 
substantially limiting use of spectrum by those users. This is how—six decades after Coase— interference 
between broadcasters and mobile networks is being managed today under the regime ICASA describes.
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spectrum are not robust, at least from an economic perspective. Such shared spectrum 
is at best a complement to licensing spectrum via auction or creating other market 
mechanisms for reallocating spectrum. Other regulators have prioritised the allocation 
of 700/800 MHz spectrum for LTE purposes. The United States conducted an auction for 
such spectrum in 2008. Belatedly, the U.K. completed its digital migration in 2012 and a 
subsequent auction of LTE spectrum in 2013. While these may not be appropriate 
comparators for South Africa, it is a matter of some economic concern that a decade later 
these processes are still fraught with uncertainty in South Africa. From the perspective 
of policy consistency, ICASA's emphasis on the viability of spectrum sharing raises 
questions about the commitment of ICASA and other South African policy makers to 
achieving digital migration.128

128 It might be argued that ICASA's desire to bring forward the auction recognises that auctioning off the relevant 
spectrum is perhaps overdue in South Africa. This is not the same as recognising that, given the already-existing 
level of delay, it may still be optimal to explore alternative ways of addressing competition issues (such as those 
caused by the asymmetry in sub-lGHz spectrum) before proceeding with the auction. The fact that South Africa is 
behind other countries in licensing spectrum does not warrant a hasty and thus poorly conceived auction.
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II

Comparison between the

Auction ITA and the Information Memorandum of November 2019

INTRODUCTION

1 Below a list of key new concepts introduced in the Auction ITA, which were not 

contained in the Information Memorandum of November 2019 (IM).

2 ICASA only consulted on the IM. Therefore the below concepts, which are only 

part of the Auction ITA, were not part of the consultation process.

3 The purpose of this note is to highlight the new concepts introduced in the 

Auction ITA. Although each is briefly explained, the note does not debate or 

discuss the use and importance of these in detail.

LIST OF DIFFERENCES

New definitions

4 The below definitions were introduced in the Auction ITA. The interpretation 

and application of these definitions are not clear and have a material impact 

on the auction design, application and outcome.

5 Sub-national Operator: A licensee that controls access to its RAN and is 

capable of providing IMT services on a wholesale basis to roaming and MVNO 

customers, where the licensee’s RAN is capable of serving less than 50% of 

the population in South Africa.
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6 Tier-1 operator: A Wholesale National Operator that has a retail market share 

in excess of 45% in more than 10 municipalities.

7 Tier-2 operator: A Whoiesaie National Operator that has a retail market share 

below 45% in less than 10 municipalities.

8 Wholesale National Operator: A licensee that controls access to its RAN and 

is capable of providing IMT services on a wholesale basis to roaming and 

MVNO customers, where the licensee’s RAN is capable of serving more than 

50% of the population in South Africa.

9 National Capacity: Capacity = average data traffic speed (measured in 

megabits per second (Mbps)) per cell/base station at any given time offered 

by the WOAN using the high demand spectrum assigned to the WOAN. 

National Capacity = Total capacity offered nationally irrespective of technology 

used.

Auction financials

10 Reserve price: This is the minimum price per lot in the auction. These values 

are based on the work of Acacia Economics. The methodology for calculating 

these were presented in the reasons document, which was made public by 

ICASA on 4 December 2020. In the IM, ICASA requested representations on 

factors and principles in order to determine the reserve price applicable to 

each lot.
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11 Application fee: A non-refundable application fee of R3 mil must be submitted 

with the application

12 Bank guarantee: A R10 million bank guarantee must be obtained and 

submitted as part of the application process.

13 Payment of auction fee: The full amount of the auction fee will be payable 

within 30 working days after conclusion of the auction.

Auction design

14 Spectrum reserved for the WQAN: Only 80 MHz set-aside to the WOAN with 

the rest to the market. This split determines the viability of the WOAN and the 

mobile market structure and competition generally. The set aside for WOAN 

in the IM varied between 80 MHz and 115 MHz.

15 Auction lot design: The specific frequencies to be auctioned are stipulated but 

contains errors. In the Auction ITA, ICASA also determines the specific 

frequency bands set-aside for the WOAN. In the IM, ICASA provided 5 options 

of packages for 700 MHz, 800 MHz and 2600 MHz and separate offerings for 

2300 MHz and 3500 MHz; in the Auction ITA these where decoupled and 

provided as generic lots. Also, most options in the IM still based on FDD 

arrangement for 2600 MHz, which were subsequently changed to TDD 

arrangement.
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16 Opt-in tots and spectrum floors: This concept was introduced in the 

Auction ITA and creates uncertainty in the industry as to its design and 

implementation in the auction round (also challenged by MTN). Also, additional 

information pertaining to the opt-in round will be made available later, although 

bidders need this information in order to prepare its auction strategy. The two 

portfolios, calculation of spectrum floor, amount of spectrum available in the 

opt-in round, dealing with situations where demand exceeds supply, etc. are 

all unclear.

17 Five national players: The rationale and design of a five-player market 

(including the WOAN), is the basis for the design of the spectrum caps and 

determines the amount of spectrum available to each bidder.

18 Spectrum caps: The total spectrum cap, designed around the notion of a five- 

player market, and seemingly aligned with the work done by OFCOM, 

determines the amount of spectrum available to each bidder. It also introduces 

the concept of spectrum equilibrium, which goes against the Competition 

Commission recommendations. ICASA requested in the IM inputs on factors 

and considerations to be considered.

19 Obligations/empowerment: Several obligations to be assigned to the 

successful bidders were introduced such as (throughput and coverage 

obligations were addressed in the IM as well as open access to MVNOs):

19.1 Zero-rating of all mobile content provided by public benefit 

organisations including .gov.za websites was also introduced. The IM
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just stated that social obligations will be imposed but no detailed was 

provided in the IM.

19.2 A licensee must obtain, within 12 months of being issued a spectrum 

licence, reach a Level 1 contributor (BBBEE) status and maintain such 

status for the period of the licence. The IM stated that Level 3 must be 

reached within 36 months; the Auction ITA requirement is substantially 

more onerous on licensees.

20 Spectrum sharing: Spectrum not fully utilised within five years after licensed 

will either be shared, surrendered or spectrum licence will be cancelled. Rules 

and processes behind these are not provided and may in effect expropriate 

certain spectrum rights after five years (although licensed nationally for 

20 years).

Auction rules/process

21 The specific rules of the auction were not contained in the IM; only very broad 

and very few high-level statements provided. New concepts provided in the 

Auction ITA include, for example, activity points, activity, waivers, standing 

high bidder, standing high bid, auction round, duration of auction rounds, bid 

entry forms, dealing with exceptional circumstances, second auction round 

and the assignment rounds, etc. These rules are critical for preparing and 

participating in the auction.

22 The process and time frame for the execution of the auction is provided.
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23 The use of a paper-based auction systems located in one place introduced.

24 Number of bidder representatives allowed in the bid room specified.

25 Application content to be provided including registration certificates, company 

profile, annual reports, information pertaining to Directors and management, 

etc. specified.

26 Disqualification rules listed.

27 Adjudication and assessment of the applications is a critical element of the 

auction and will determine who may participate in the auction. This 

assessment is based on critical efficiency factors, for which applicants must 

score 80% or will be disqualified. However, the criteria for this assessment is 

not clear and left to interpretation by applicants.

28 Application form in line with the Radio Frequency Spectrum Regulations is 

used as part of the application process. Although this form is also contained in 

the regulations, the use and applicability of this form as part of the auction 

application process (as is) and evaluation of bidders is not clear. Substantive 

resources had to be employed to complete this form, without knowing exactly 

the purpose, use and assessment of this information.

Temporary spectrum

29 The IMT spectrum will be made available on an interim basis before the 

commencement of the auction stage and will be subject to the spectrum caps
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and floors as per the Auction ITA. This may result in Telkom losing access to 

its currently assigned temporary spectrum after 31 March 2021, which will 

severally impact customers.




